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Holland City News.
vol. III.-NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY

21.
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Butter. Vn* ....................
(’loverseed, V bushel
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Kssh, Vdoxeu ..........
Holier, f lb .........
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©
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Onions.
V bushel .................
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Due

square of ten Hues, t nonpareil,) 75 cents
lor first Insertion, and 2ft cents for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three
1

V
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1

10
Hotel*.

Timothy
Heed, V bushel.
ny Heed,
Wool, ^ lb....

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
months.

MELI8, Dealers In
Hard ware, Tin ware and Farming Implis
ments; Eighth street.

b

^ETNA

Neats, Etc.

^

..

©

y

f\tTt HOTEL.

E. Killooo A Son, Proprietora.
Built In 1K73; Furnished inelegant atylW, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

\J

....

1

Square
“

^
^
©

2
8

“
^ Column

M1

nilOENIX HOTEL. .). Uvdkh, Proprietor;

1

opposite the C. A M. L. S. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

^

••
•*

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
S
changes.
'• green ...................
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
beach, dry .............
lines, $8.00 per annum.
green ...... .*.
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pub....... «0rt
Hemlock Burk ........... .....

*b1 Sal* StaUti.

Llviry

•*
'•

|)ENDER, G. U.

••

lished without charge.
13 IN No. 15
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote Staves, while oak, ....... .... ...
:t 00© 3
Heading holts, soft wood ......
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig.......4
Heading holts, hardwood .......
nlfyjhat no paper will be continuedafterdate.
.......3
AH advertising bills collectable quarterly. Stave bolls, softwood ..........
Stave bolts, hardwood ........ ............ . 4
Railroad ties, ................................

HOUSE. P.

Zai.sman. Proprietor
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
fn m the Trains. Eighth street.

dressed V lb ..... ............... u
l!
Chickens, dressed per lb ...............7
*;
Lard,
............................. 1 g.1*
3 m.JJLm I I y.
Pork, dressed $» lb .....................
:l 50
5 00 "800
Smoked meat, V lb .....................
S (N) 10 00,
5 <>•
Smoked ham. $1 lb ..................
’I
«
8 00 10 00 17 INI Smoked shoulders, V lb ................**
9
10 HO 17 (10 2ft 00
Turkeys. V ^ .........................
„ ? >2
17 00 f) oo I hi oo
••• 8
‘
40 (10 I lift 00 Tallow, V lb ......................
2ft 00
Beef.

barn

Livery and Sale Stable; new
opposite City Hotel; Market street.

;

pOONE.IL.

A>

OH
B0
50
50

Livery and Sale Stable; Market

VTIBHEL1NK, J.

II.,

and Sale Stable;
hones; 9th street,

Llverjr

good accommpdation for

set out Friday

The school

New

morning, June

was

welcomed us.

Holland,we
26.

just being called

when

Nicely placed ou the wall

was the motto,” Our Bchool— the Hope of

our Country.” Another maxim inclosed
in an ellipse of green was. “Excelsior.”
The examinationsproved fully satisfactory.
Seeing some of the young ladies go

up

to

the board to solve a problem in railroad
engineeringor

in ditching,

the fitness of the

woman

reminded

us of

taking the

for

do

place of men, which she is required to
in case she is

school was dismissed.

At one o’clock the scholars
ber

purchase of a Hag for the city, and
purchase of lire works for the

called to vote. After some

pleasant hours were spent in this way, the

One hundred dollars was appropriated
for the

exam-

the

arrived. A number of bright faces

we

to aid in the

near Market.

i

the pie nic at North or

gutters, $9.40.

street.

ii

Being kindly invited to attend

inationH and to partake of the pleasures of

Mayor.
The roll was called by the clerk ; a full
hoard present.
The minutes of the last meeting were
rend and approved.
Petition from Charlotte Myers and Ebba
Brown for a Hide walk on the East side of
Fish Street, between 8th and 7th Streets,
was presented and read. Granted.
Also a petitionof W. II. Finch and others for a continuation of side walk on the
South side of 12th Street,from Maple St.
to Van Raalte Avenue. Referred to the
Committee on Streets, Roads and Bridges.
The following hills were presented and
ordered paid: Sam’l Peatheram, watching
tire, May 9, $2.50; W. Elferdink, do. $2.50;
11. D. Post, Salary as City Att’y, $29.78; A. Fiietatra, Salary as City Treas. $25;
T. Venhuizen,for gravel on 8th Street,
$85.00; I). Sluiter,ringing of hell, $25;
J. Van den Berg, damage by water from

\7AN LANDBOSBD *

,*i 1W

...... 1 00

Potatoes, p bushel ....

Wednesday, July 1, 1874.
Council met in regular
session and was called to order by the

E., Dealer In General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

V

New Holland Pio-nlo.

The Common

\rAN DEH VEEN,

18

©

jear In admet.

(i.

IV

)4

Co., Publisfikus. lluy,Vl»» .....................
l‘40(l^ 14
Hides, green V lb ................

T£2M3 Of 3UB8CIIPTI0B: --I2.00

J.. Betel) Dealer In all thehranches
of Hardware.A lull slock always on hand;
8th street.

‘ 14

125.

tore; sell cheaper than any other;

8

IT BOON,

Applet*,^ bu»hel .................
('i I ,
Beam*, ^ bushel ............... ... 2 00
* 2S

mH

VAN LANDEUEND

ware

NO.

For the Holland City Neva:

Comnion Council.

Hard-

8th street.

Produce,Etc.

PUBLIflUKD RVRRT SATURDAY AT

- - •

TTAVEItKATE, 0.J.A80N, 1st Ward

11

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER,
HOLUHD C1I7,

[ Official.]

Bardwm.

Qm.

ftht Holland (City

WHOLE

11, 1871.

to

oM34

to

the num-

collected to march in procession

the pic nic grounds. Here

ever} thing

we found

neatly arranged. Looking at

the motto “ Welcome Friends,”and then
Applicationwas made by John Usman at the tables, we thought words even In
-Ouil iioiul*.
I I EALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in for a Saloon License. Granted.
II
Agricultural Implements; coinmissiou agent
The Mayor and Aid.- Ranters were ap- this age of ours have sometimes their full
Wheat, white ^ bushel .......... $1 20 © $ 1 8ft for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
pointed a Special Committee to procure a meaning. This was verified when we
Chicago St Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road. Corn, shelled V bnshel .............70
Oats, V bushel ............. ...... ©
were invited to seat ourselves, and cake
T)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN ft CO., Pronrietors flag.
Buckwheat. V bushel ............HO
The Council then went into the Commit- and chocolate milk were offered us. We
Taken Kffcct, Sunday, May 24, 1874.
of Iltiggtr MIU»; (Steam Saw and Flour
Rye, V bushel ................... HO
Ho Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
tee of the whole for the consideration of a
were agreeably disappointedin not immeBill to repeal certain former Ordlnarfces.
GOING SOUTH.
DOING SOUTH.
ZJCOTT, W. J
Planing, Matching,Scroll-saw•• » 100 lb .....................I 70
diately strengthening the inner man and
Mail Eve. Ex.
STATIONS.
NltfhlKx. Mail.
The hill was duly passed.
ing and Moulding; River street.
Barley, V 100 lb ................... 2 ,5
A. m.
P. tn.
a. m.
r m
The
Committee
on
Streets, Roads and first receiving some brain food. The
6.30
Middling, V 100 ................. 1 «»
5.00
Chicago.
9.00
9.10
I7ERBBEK, H. W..& CO Proprietors of the Bridges reported certain repairs needed on
Flour. V 100 lb.
...............
3*5
3.05
4.55
Buffalo.
12.15
11.30
exercises consisted of nineteen entertainPhoenix Planing Mill.
Mill. All kinds of buildPearl
Barley.
V
100
lb
..............
C
00
7
00
p. mthe Black River Highway Bridge, and
P. ID.
a. a.
Ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Buckwheat
Flour,
$M00
..........
4
SO
ing speeches and dialogues, interspersed
11.40
1.45
(Injunction.
3.15
3.37
Fine meal. V 100
................8 00 117 INTERS BRO'S A BROWER (successors to asked authority to let a job of work not to
10.55
12.61
Fenniville.
3.50
4.il
exceed $50. Granted, and authority giv- with music. Next followed a pithy ad12.43 ••••••
4th of July.

MaBufactoriei,Kill*, Shop*, Ite.

Grain, Peed, Etc.
(Cvrredfdby the "IHmjtjnMill*.)

.

I

©

:

S

..©

lb
...

V

lb

lb

4.3ft

•

5.35

4.07
4.1C
4 25
4.55

Manlius.

5.10

New Holland

5.21

Oll»e.
Ottawa.
Kohluson.

6.07

Richmond.

7.10
7.88
8.00

.

13.40
10.41
12.35
13.05
10.05
A. X.
11.30
. •
9.22
11.16
11.09 ........
10.67
9.05
11.48
8.45
10.3ft
10.15
8-W
9.40
7.50
8.15
6.45

Holland.

5.27
ft. 35
ft 18
0.15
0.38
7.20
8 35
10.00

6.23

.

•

SpoonvMIc.
Nnnlca.
Frultport.

Muskegon.
Fentwater.

^usittr^ Dirfftory.

.

Attoreeyi.

J£OWARD. M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

Taken

Sunday, May

Effect,

TfUlTK, J., Dealer

/ART, F.

yAN DER HAAR,

J

Mall.

Expres*.
a.

m.

P.

5.30
5 31
5.47
6.00
6.13
6 19

STATIONS.

m.
Holland.
Zeeland.
Vrlealand.

Hudson.
Jennlson’a.
Grandvllle.
Gr. Rapids.

Express

Mall.
a.

4.50
5.04
5.17
5.30
5.43
5.49
6.10

640

Bakerlei.

1874.

GOING SOUTH.

OdlNO NORTH.

m.

p. m.
10.00
9.46
9.83
9.20

12.00
11.46
11.33
11.20
11.07
11.01
11.40

Mite.

L., Proprietress of City Bakery

;

Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
line served on call ; 8th street.

this

Monday, June

9.01

V

Banting and liehiBgiNotary Putlici.

EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
r

I

8.40

TVOESBURG, H., Notary Public

U

B
30lBg
No. 4
p.

m.

00
05
50
05
80
ft 80

9
5
7
7
6
4

00

Forth.
No. 8
p.

m.

12
18
12
11
11
10
9

45
04
00
87
00
40
50

STATION.

Going
No. 3

m.
8 15
8 68

p.

Muskegon
Ferrysbnrg
Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

-

-

2 56
3
3 58
4 18
5

30
10

South.
No. 1
a.

m.

7
8
8
9
11
11

00
00
10
05

L

’’stationary Confectionary, Toys, etc. ; River

\7AN 8CHELVEN,

street.

Q., Notary Public, Justice
of the Peace and Conveyancer; Office, Hol-

V

flLOETINGH, A.. Book-Binder,and

Vj

dealer In land CUy
Books and Stationery ; River street.

New.

\i7AL8H, H., Notary

IfANTERS, L.

A

CO., Dealers tn Books.
IV Stationery. Toys, Notions and Candles;opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.

(»)

30
1 00

T.,

Boot* and Shoe*.

T7LFERDINK W. A H.

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.

and Conveyan-

cer; office at residence,Ninth street.

1)081, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Collections made In Holland and vicinity.

Booh* and Stationery.

1874.

22,

70RST, W.,

Merchant Taylor. Cloth purchased elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.
Y

9.(ff

•

Vj

River

General dealers

street.

in

Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done;

touched upon the duty of a teacher, his
difficultiesand his relation to the parents.

were served and a
Rev. B. Van Ess
Wednesday, July 8, 1874.
addressed the interested assembly. HavThe Common Council met according to
ing spoken of the School System of Ameradjournment and was called to order by
ica, Germany, Holland and France, he atthe Mayor.
The roll was called by the clerk, a full tacked our mode of selecting a teacher, he
After the refreshments

short recess was taken,

H., Dealer In Fresh, Halt, board being present.
perferring the old country style of calling
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Pelition of D. Werkman for use of a
and twine; 8th street.
one after the manner of a minister. He
part of River and 7th Streets for building
argued that our system gave too much
HerchMtTiilon.
rur poses. —Granted.

ing Goods.

OESSINK,

L

He

dress by Mr. J. Kolvoort, the teacher.

V

niNNKKANT, J., Proprietorof the Pioneer TIOSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Taylor, and Dealer
IJ Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
13 in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Effect,

lu all kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

River streets.

Taken

P., First Ward Meat Market;
Ma,
beat of
Meat** always on hand. Eighth street.

IV

C BRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Solicitor In Chancery; office with M. D. Howard, cor. Eighth and
River streets.
dRi
J.. Attorney at Law, Collecting and
Pension Claim Agent. Office. East of “ City
Hotel.'’

24,

If LEYS,

M

l

Grand Rapids Branch.

Di tton A Thompson), Engineers and IMaen.
chlnlsts.See Advertisement.
Licenses for lemonade and refreshment
yEEB CAUL, Proprietor of Holland Hretrery; stands in the city, specially for the 4th of
fj tenth street, opposite Tannery of Cappon A July, were fixed at $1 each.
Bertsch.
Council adjourned for one week.
Kelt Earkiti.

Public, Conveyancer.

Petition of J Panels and others for a
bridge and filling across the creek on 10th
Street. Referred to the Com. on Streets
toads and Bridges.
Petition of R. Ranters for permissionto
mild a fire well in the centre of Cedar and
9th Streets, at his own expense. Granted.
Bills of W. Ten Hagen, for days work
on Streets with team, $2, anil K. Kramer
“or watching fires, May 9th, 2.50, were presented, and referred to the Com. on Claims
and Accounts. Bill of G. 8. Doesburg*
Co;, for printing and binding Ordinances
$77 was presented and referred to the Committee on printing.
The Committeeon Streets Roads and
Bridges reported unfavorableto the con-

and Insurance Agent. Office, C\ty Drug tinuance of the Sidewalk on the South
Store, 8th street.
side of 12th Street, from Maple Street to
Van Raalte Avenue. Report adopted.
Fainter*.
The same Committee reported the comV17EYMAR A KRUIDENIER,House A Carriage pletion of Quartel Pike’s job, at the inPainters; shop over Vaarwerk'e Grocery te: section of Fish and 12th Street, and recStore, First Ward. Eighth street.
ommended payment of $84 for the same.

yy

Tf

scope to the
ter a

“money

niaking” teacher. Af-

lengthy but pointed speech he gave

the teacher a few encouraging words.

The

Spykerman. Folgood Matured remarks, was an
address by Mr. P. Stcgcnga. The speaker has a first rate voice for such an occasion. After the teacher distributedthe
prizes, the exercises were closed by the
singing of the Parting Hymn and prayer.
Every one present must have noticed
the interest the parents in general showed
next speaker was Mr. J.

lowing

his

in the education of their children. In this
respect I would almost say they better realize the

importance of education than

ire

do in Holland. The number of parents
present at the examination clearly proved

this. Not being acquainted with any other school districtI can not say

what raAk

North or New Holland holds, but I dare
Adopted.
The Committee on Fire Departmentre- say in no respect it ranks last. The brightT AI DER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems ported, recommendingthe purchase of (100
11
ness of the scholars must strike any visitor
FROM GR'ND RAPIDS TO GR'ND RAPIDS. Eighth street.
Li in all the various styles and sites; Gallery
feet of Hose for the fire engine. Adopted.
on Eighth Street.
Express. Mail.
STATIONS.
Express. Mail.
and their thoroughnessis no doubtful quesC PRIIT8MA, L. A SON, Dealers in and ManuP. M.
A. M.
The City Treasurer made his monthly
A. M.
1*. *.
Phyilclui.
facturers
of
all
kinds
of
Boots
and
Shoes;
8th
tion.
8 55
8 00
Grand Rapids. 10 004 50
report for June. Accepted and offered
8 40 street.
9 47
8 15
Grandvllle.
5 05
May they go on excelling as their motto
A NNI8, T. R., Physician;’esldence, opposite filed.
9 38
8 84
8 28
Byron Centre.
5 18
iV 8. W. cor. Public Square.
Bmp Mi kediclaei.
8 08
Dorr.
9 17
8 43
5 33
Justice Van Schelven made his report “Excelsior” indicates, and their other
9 08
Hilliardi*.
7 58
8 52
ft 48
TVOESBURG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medl- f aARPKNTER, J. 11., Physician, Surgeon and Ac- for the month of June. Accepted and or- maxim “Our Schools— the Hope of our
9 00
7 80
9 00
Hopkins.
5 60
1J cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy- KJ conchant. Office and residence on 9th street. dered filed.
8 38
7 80
9 20 Allegan.
6 10
Country,” shall be verified.
Taken

Effect,

Sunday, June.

21,

1874.

t

Photograph*.

TTEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;

O

6 34
6 41
6 55
7 10
7 32
7 48
7 57
8 07
8 17
8 28
8 36
P.M.
8 45
A.M.

'20
* M.
9 30
A. M.

705
P. M

9
9
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11

44
52
05
20
41
88
08
18
28
39
45

Otsego.
Plain well.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
Portage.
Schoolcraft.
Flowerflcld.

8 13
8 05
7 46
7 35

7

14

6 58
6 48
Moorcnark.
6 38
6 28
Three Riven.
6 17
Florence.
ConatanUnc.
6 10
A.M.
A.M.
6 00
White Pigeon.
11 55
P.M.
P.M.
10 40
8 20 Chicago.
P.M.
P.M.
Toledo.
11 85
ft 85
P.M.
P. M.
10 10
Cleveland.
7 80
• P.M.
A.M.
12 85
4 05
Buffalo.

7
6
6
6
6
5
5

03
55
40
25
as
47
88
ft 88
ft 18
ft 07
5 00
P.M.
4 80
A.M.
9 80
A.M.

11

sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

Strangers are requested to Inquire at Van Putten's.

ITAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

f EDEBOEK,

In Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dkn Biro s Family Medicines; River St.

floor.

flTALSH HEBER,

POWERS, T.

Sec advertisement.

Surgeon
ner of 8th and

V

W

Druggist A Pharmacist;a full
stock of goods appertaining to the business.

I)

I

O

General dealer In Dry

Flour

R. A., Surgeon, Physician Obstetri-

Siwtag UacMsa*.
IT’

and ftid.

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In

ANTKR8, A.

I\

filed.

-

It having been reported that the

army had met with a heavy

Dutch

defeat in

The Street Commissioner made a report
D» HomeopathicPhysician and of his doings for the month of June. Ac- Acheen, losing in killed and wounded be; office on M. I). Howard's lot, cortween five and six thousand men, Baron
cepted and ordered filed.
K1 verst.;residence on 10th st.
The bond of J. Lisman & Co., as saloon Van Vliet sends a communicationto the

Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;

(10

O

F. 8.,

Van Landegend's Brick Block, 2d

clan, Regular graduatedand Licensed. Office at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.

cor. Eighth and Market streets.

A.M
7 05
A.M.
1 00

Office In

CCHOUTEN,

Bry Good*.

DERTSCH, ' D.

Ij

The City Marshal made his report for
Physician and Surgeon: the month of J une. Accepted and ordered

M., Agent for Grover and Baker’s Sewing Machines ; Eighth street.

Flour and

keepers, was presented and
the Council.

approved by Chicago Tribune,dated Detroit, July

2,

giving his view of the matter, saying:

The Mayor and the Chief Eng. of the
“I have before me copies of the Dutch
Fire Dep’t were appointed a Special ComCongrcmonal
Globe up to the Oth of June,
mittee tor the purchase of hose for the fire
1874; and from it 1 know that the Comengine.

The Committeeon Fire Dep’t and the mander-in-Chlef of the Dutch army in
Chief Eng. were instructed to inquire into Acheen, thinking the war at an end,
I'VE VRIES, U., Dealer in Harness, Satchels,
1
Trunks, Saddles, Whips, Robes, etc.; and report upon some suitable plan where- thought proper to withdraw the larger part
Funitor*.
Eighth street.
by the water in the creek and other low
\fEYER U..ACO., DealersIn all kinds of Furplaces in the city can be led and secured of the army, and hand over the command
1VI nlture, Cyrtalns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, ITAUPBLL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer In for the use of the fire engine in cases of to his second. The only trouble which
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
fire.
Eighth street.
the Commander found, when making himThe MERCHANTS and SHIPPERS of Holland
and vicinity are hereby notifiedthat the GOOD- TYEIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
The
City
Att’y waa instructed lo draw self ready to leave the country, was, that
8Uv*i, Wood, Bark, Ite.
RICH TRANSPORTATION COMPANY will carry JLV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See adup an Ordinance to annul certain Orditheir freightfrom Chicago to Grand Haven as fof- vertisement.
it was so completely demoralized that
\T ANTER8. R., Dealer In Staves, Wood and nances where the words “Recorder” and
IV Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street. “City Jail” occur. Also to draw up an Or- there was no head to conclude peace
Ge&trtl Dultn.
Ueneral Merchandise—Dry Goods, Groceries,
Hardware, Crockery, Drugs, Boots A Shoes. Hats
dinance relativeto side-walks.
with.
Tobacco and Cigars.
rvUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
A Caps, etc., at 18c per 100 lbs.
Iron, Nalls A Spikes, Lead, Paint, etc., at 15c per \J Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
The Council then proceeded to the apJudging from this synopsis of official
T^E ROLLER, G. J„ Generaldealer In Tobacco
Clothing and Feed; River street.
100
pointment of a Health Ofilcer,resulting In communications of the Secretary of State
Cigars.
Snuff,
Pipes,
etc.;
Eighth
street.
Grain, Feed, Potatoes In Bags, etc., at l?c per
the appointment of T. E. Annis, M. D.
rpE ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
100 lbs.
for the Colonies to the House in the Hague,
Wagouukin aid Black* ait hi.
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and coqveyBbl# Syrup, Whiskey, Oil, Pork, Vinegar, etc.,
Council adjourned.
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
at 40c per bbl.
on June 9, I think it safe to say that there
f?LIEMAN,J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop.
Bids Sugar, Rice, Peas, Beans, etc., at 2ftc per
Horse
Shoeing
and
all
kinds
of
repairing
The
lawyers
of
Indianapolis
are
torturhas been no such disastersto the Dutch arPUTTEN A DK VRIES, General Retail
bbl.
Dealers, in Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, done. Cash paid for Furs.
ing
their
brains
over
an
extraordinary
my as relatedin the above mentioned disOTHER FREIGHT IN PROlHiRTION. Oats and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Watch** aid J*v*lry.
ARRANGEMENTShave been made with Mr.
problem. Some years ago a lady of that patch.
D. P. Clat, Receiverof the M. L. 8. Railroad, for 1T7ERKMAN, h. D., Dealer In Dry Goods, GroAs to the war with Acheen, I repeat what
A LBER8 A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma- city was married, and four months therethe following Rates from Grand Haven to Holland. vv cerles,Crockery, Floor A Provisions.New
kcra. The oldest establishmentIn the city ;
InduMve qf Cartage at Grand Haven:
Store, Eighth street.
after separated from her husband, was di- I have already said on a former occasion :
Eighth street.
1st class, 2nd class, 3rd class, 4th class,
vorced and remarried in a month, and It would not be patrioticin me to criti^yEHKMAN^A 90NP,,Genert^Dealer* in^Dry
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers,Jewel10c.
ers, and dealers in Fancy Goods ; cor. Eighth four months thereafter gave birth to a cise my Governmentwhile in war, or genFor further information apply toMr. P. PFAN- Grain, Floor and Feed made a speclality?fi!verst. and Market streets.
child by her first husband. Quite recent erous to the littleSultan of Acheen to sum
8TIEHL, Holland, oraddresa:
OrocirUi]y the second husband procured a divorce, up now all the wrongs he has committed
GOODRICH TRASPORTATION CO.,
Sidewalk Plank.
pLIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies ; a
Chicago, Ills.
and the custody of the child was awarded or been induced to commit. Therefor I
JT ready market for country produce; a choice
^The evening train for Grand Haven, connects stock
to him. Now comes the first husband and will not dwell now on the causes of this
always on hand ; cor. Elgbtb and Market st.
with this line of Steamers. The Boat for Chicago,
_
__
A choice lot of dry pine l-lnch coll plank for
Store;
claims the child. Who is entitled to its war, or on its probable cud.”
leaves Grand Haven every evening, except Satur- 'T'K VAARWKRK, G. J„ Family Supply
Sup
s on hand, sale cheap, by H. D. Post. Also, No. 1 Shingles,
days, and waits until the arrival of the M. L. 8. |
a clioltfestock of groctries alwaypossession?
Van WouDRicnEM Van Vliet.
1 cheap.
1 Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Elghtb street.
1 10

Feed, Grains and Hay. Mill-stuff. Ac., Ac. Labarbe's old stand, 8th street.— See Advertisement.
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tressing reports coutinue to be received from respondentof tho Detroit f ree Press, for Achinese has mot with a disastrousend. It
what is becotaiug indwu as ‘ the grasshopper libel iu publishing a statement to tho effect is stated that tho latter made au attack on the
region! in lotva aud Minnesota. Tho visitation that Senator Chandler had been drunk in the Dutch fort, captured it and overwhelmedtfio
in Iowa is not so aevore as last year, but it is Senate. Tho case will bo tried in September garrison. The loss of the Dutch is placed at
LOGO killed and 4.500 wounded.... I ti« said
*
severe enough Jo occasion serious concern. In

next.

Some

Facts About Hydrophobia.

There is reason to hope that fresh aeceasions to medical knowledge of tho
character of hydrophobia will accrue
from the observationsmade in the McCormick case, both beforq and after
dotili. The autojijy appeal to have
been conductedwith unusual scientific
care and skill. It is not yet ascertained
whether the poison of rabies acts directly upon the blood or the nerves, and
this important question is Ifkely to be
decided in the course of the investigation. The explanation of tile- effort of
patients afflicted with the disease to
“ bark like a dog " is very satisfactory;
the fact of its being merely an endeavor
to get rid of an extraordinary flow of
saliva, having been demonstrated by tho

Marshal Serrano is to take personal command
Minnesota, the grasshoppers have strippeda
Tt* Presidenthas appointedMarshall Jewell, of the Spanish armies .... HijUeon persons
AN. range of cikwities, loginningin the southHOLLAND Cl
iwestMii parr of the 4>ate, entirelycliMr of of Connectifat, to succeed Mr. Croswel] as wore recently drowned neatHavana,Cuba, by
vegetation, and they are now advancing in Postmaster-General....The Secretary of tho the capsizingW a lighter. *
myriads in a northerly direction.’....The Interior has appointedas members of the
The sub-committeeof the Committee of
United States Circuit Court, sitting at Madi- Beard of Indian Commissioners, to fill tho
Thirty in tho French Assemblyhave drawn up
son. Wis.', has declared the Wisconsin Bailvacancies which recently occurred thereon:
road law constitutional.The court afllrfnsthe B. Butler,Now York city ; Gen. H. H. Sibley, a now constitutionalhill. Tho measure proThe East.
right of I ho Legislature to alter or repeal
vides for tho eontiouanco of tho title of
Tue nucroflcojMC, e>iamiti»tionof tho ro- charters, and declares bondholders and credit* St. Paul, Minn., and Qlintou B. Fisko, St.
topis. . nTlve finding in tlm tyoward Court of “ President of the Republic
for tho creation
maiiiM of McCormick] a Ir^pdied yictim of ors bound by the law that creates the cor- luouirV, together with lluilge-Advocato-Gen- of a second Chamber, and for tho organization
poration....The great Mississippibridge at oral Holt’s review of tho proceedings,have
hydrophobia, haa boon concluued at New
of a purely personal eeptonnat, which is to
St. Louis was formallyopened, and dedicated
just been made public through a general terminate with the expiration of President
York, under the directionof Dr. William A. to traffic ou the 4th of July.
order of tho War Department. The court MacMahon'sseven-years term.... It is ruHaflfflWWTWfiHfMliWTHlged head of the
The next Chicago clergyman to be subjected stood four for acquittaland throe against, as mored that Gon. Concha was killed by order
medical profeasiou in thin comjtry. Immediately after the death of McCormick.Dr. to trial by tho Church authorities is Bev. W. follows: For acquittal, Guns. Shoiman,Meigs, of Marshal Serrano, because he was’ an AlHammond made a pont-mortem examination C. Dandy, Methodist, who is charged with Reynolds and Miles ; against, Gens. McDowell, fonB»at,...The Emperor of Germany lately
of the remains, and took the parta which he lying, dishonesty,patronizingdancing schools, Pope aud Getty ____ A terrifichurricane swept presentedhis portrait, life-size,ami painted cessation of the symptom when a powover the city of Washington ou tho evening of to order, to Mr. Bancroft, the retiring Ameriproposed to examine under the micrOeco|>eto
smoking tobacco, vindictivenessand ineffierful medicine checked the flow. Tho
ascertain whether anv structural changea ciency.... A mooting of tho managers of the the 4th, doing an immense amount of dam- can Minister.
The German squadron has bean ordered to expression of alarm in the countenance
hitherto undiscovered would reveal a Iowa railway liens was held in Chicago on the age, the total loss of property in tho city
being estimatedas high as half a million
of the patient, the convulsive action of
true liesou— that is, a diseased part peculiar
7th iust., to decide what action should bo dollars. 'Jho same storm, or one precisely Spanish waters. This is probablydone to
to hydrophobia.The lirat section was made
taken in regard to the Iowa tariff law. Several similar, swept over Lewiston, Pa., destroying enforce the demand for indemnity made some his muscles, and tho congestion within
through tho spinal accessory nerves, where advocated compliance Vith tho law under tiro*150,000 worth of property,and killing seven time since for tho seizure of a German vessel the cranium disclosed by tho postthe filaments pass from the medulla. At
test, hut no unity of action could bo secured. or eight nersous, besides injuring many
different points in the white and gray matter
by tho insurgent fleet at Cartagena. ...Dr. mortem examination, indicate that tho
Mr. Newel), of the IllinoisCentral, said
which makes up the body of the medulla he could not possibly comply with the others. ...President Grant has appointed Butt's Irish homo-rule resolutionhas been brain was affected ; and these and other
Gon. Howard to the command of the Departoblongata could bo distinctlyseen, when
law. as his Iowa Division was composed ment of Columbia. The headquarters of this defeated in tho British House of Commons features of the case distinctly show that
highly magnified, black s)K)ts of irregular
by tho one-sided vote of Oj to 458.
at the time of the illness the irritation
of tho three leased lines which re- department are at Portland, Oregon.
shape and various sizes indicativeof exThe Fourth was celebrated with spirit by from the wound had long since ceased
ceive
pact
of
the
net
earnings
travasatodblood. At tho origin of tho spinal
The number of ordinary postage stamps tho American residentsof London and Paris. to be an active factor.
for their snare. One of those lines bail alaccessory nerves, this api>oaranoe was m »st
ready served him with an injunction restrain- issued to Postmasters by tho department durWe draw attention to these observa...Spain has made another levy of 30,000
marked, and the evidence that this was the
ing him /rom complying with the law, and the ing the fiscal year ending Juno 30 was 632,seat of the disease was conclusive. Another
tions
because they appear to teach a
men
to
fight
tho
Carlisle.
The
latter,
at
last
two linos would undoubtedlydo the
section
through the medulla other
733,420. Tho issues for tho previous year accounts, were marching on Bilboa... Tho lesson of value. The poison from rabies
same.
Mr. Walker, President of the Chicago,
oblongata,the origin of the filaments of the
were 601,931,520. . .The Keening Mail, a new
Burlington and Quincy Bailroad,gave similar
Spanish General Concha, recently killed at must penetrate the system before its
pneumogastric nerve, when magnified showed
afternoon paper, devoted to free triide and
reasons for not being able to comply with the
Fstolla,was 80 years old.... The Count de most serious effects can be elicited,and
the same spots. In this as in the other, the
has made its appearance
law. Mr. Albert Keep, President of the cheap transportation,
Chambord has Issued another manifesto to fortunately it is slow in making its
greatestdiseased ration was found about the
at Washington ____ The new DistrictGoverntho people of France, in which ho makes an
Northwestern, thought he had already enough
origin of the nerve filaments. The findingof
ment has been thoroughly organized, and has earnest plea for the monarchy and urges his way from the scat of injury to vital
litigation on hand with tho Wisconsinlaw,
tho structural changes in the medulla oblonbegun tho work of retrenchment. Thus far own claims to the throne....A Havana letter parts. Obviously the thing to do
and, therefore,he had concludedto comply
gata shows that tho disease called hydrophobia
tho applicationsfor currency under the now of recent date says that tho misery and want
bitten is
prevent . the
with tho Iowa law under protest. Mr. Horace
is a true nervous disease and not a blood
law amount to but three million dollars, while existing iu that city are great, and as a conWilliams, who is the President of tho leased
transmission
of
the
virus
into the
poison. Dr. Hammond has overthrownthe
portion of tho Iowa Division of tho two millionshave been surrendered under its sequence crime has increased to a fearful ex- system', and there is plenty of time to
greatest stumbling-blockto investigators, and
provisions.
tent.
has cleared up all tho mysterious workings Northwestern Railroad, deplored Mr.
carry out measures for this purpose. In
Secbetary Bristow has notified tho Chiefs
The Carlists are exceedingly active in the
of the disease. He has traced the course of Keep’s determination to comply with
most cases a bandage can be immedithe
law,
and
stated
that
he
’ would
the poison in the case of McCormick from
of Bureau iu tho Treasury Department that, north of Spain.... Thero is a great strike of
sue
out
an
injunction
restraining tho
ately applied above the wound, which
the point of ingress into the system to the
until the President formally revokes aud sets linen operativesiu the Belfast(Ireland)mills.
will temporarily obstruct the circulaseat of the disease— the medulla oblongata. Company from complying with the law as far
as his portionof the road was concerned .... aside tho civil-service rules, they will continue
It was understoodthat the dog from w hoso
tion. • It is probable that sucking the
there Is no apThe Beecher-TUIott Scandal,
bite McCormick was inoculatedwith germs of Custer’sexpeditionto tho Black Hills of Da- in full force, notwithstanding
wound
would at once withdraw tho
hydrophobia had rabies and was shot. This kota is expected to accomplish much. It has propriation for the necessaryexpenses....
A New York telegram of the 3d inst. gives poison ; at all events the knife of the
started
on
its tour, fully armed and equipped The records of the Internal Revenue Bureau
was a mistake. The dog has been found and
tho following as tho status of this ugly affair surgeon and the cautery offer absolute
positively identified. He has been examined for any emergency. It is expected that the show that tho late temperance crusade afexpedition
will open up a wide field for settle- fected but very slightly the consumption of at that date :
security. This view is corroborated by
by scientists,and declared to be i>erfeetly
healthy,and if ho had rabies when he hit Mc- rnent and gratify the curiosity of the people, liquor in this country...".Thereis about $12.There is a lull at present in the Beecher- the observation that in most cases of
Cormick he could not be alive now. This they who have long desired to know what has been IM 0,000 of currency aud $72,000,000of coin iu
rilton case, with threateningsof another storm hydrophobia,aud notably in the one
accept as conclusiveproof that the bite of any so long shrouded in mystery.,..The Sioux the Treasury ____ It has been found to be imare
out
aud
at
it.
A
dispatch
from
Pembina
possible
for
the
Freed
meu’s
Savings
Bank
to
at
any moment. Tho exact position is this : under consideration,the wound has not
dog, however healthy,may give hydrophobia.
says
a
gang
of
them
attacked
the
settle- resume business, aud its affairs will conseThis fact has long been suspected, but never
Beecher preserves silence, and is assorted to bled freely : a flow of blood being likely
ment of St. John’s, aud killed several of the quently be wound up. It is thought that
to wash away the poison.
before eo clearly proved.
men.
three years will be requiredto adjust its be entirely iu the hands of his friends, who are
So that, after all, people who are
Ntw Yohk papers announce the death, at
affairs.
believedto be counseling the do-nothing polDispatches received at Washingtonfrom a
the age of 75 years, of Henry Griunell. He
icy. They think Beecher so strong, his repu- timorous on the subject of hydrophobia
General.
tation so immaculate, that he can afford to may console their fears with the reflecwas a well-knowncitizen, but will be chieily Quaker Agent in tho Indian Territoryreport
Our Government,through Minister Cushpreserve reticence and give the impressionthat tion that in the extremely improbable
that
a
large
band
of
Arapahoes,
Comaucbes
rememberedfor the munificence which he
ing, has demanded of Spain full indemnity for Tilton is simply a forger, falsifierand libeler.
event of their being actuallybitten by
exhibited by fittingout two vessels and and Cheyennes is ou the war-path. Five men
tho victimsof Burners massacre of Americans Unprejudicea persons say, on the other hand,
a dog that is really mad/ a tightly
placing them under the charge of an officer have already been murdered, one of them by
that Beecher must explain the confession
of the United States navy, to make search burning, anil it is feared that many more at Santiago de Cuba. The demand, it is said,
which Tilton has published ; that no clergy- bound handkerchiefand the nearest
is made in the most emphatic manner, and no
for the lost Sir John Franklin in the Arctic lives will be lost before troops can be brought
evasion of the responsibility
will bo tolerated. man, however eminent, can afford to rest un- apothecary shop can provide the means
into action. The Agent, who is laid to be a
regions.
This is done in conformityto one of tho der such a direfulimputation as he has been for promptly and completely eliminatpeace policy man and a person of excellent
The Social Mills, at Woonsocket,R. I., judgment, is particularlyanxious that the terms of the protocol with Spain touching the placed under by Tilton.
ing all possibilityof serious results.—
Tilton’s friends say he will net move further
have been destroyed by fire. Loss, 8700,000. Indians should be struck hard and at once. Yirgiuiusmatter, and it is to bo hoped that
New York Tribune.
there will be uo backing down from the posi- in the matter unless Beecher or Plymouth
A movement is on foot in New York looking He adds that Big Tree and Satauta, with
church
pronounce
in
some
authoritative
shape
tion assumed.
to the removal from officeof Mayor Have- three-quartersof their tribes, remain quietly
Summer Drink.
The decrease of foreign immigration for the its putor’s confession to be a forgery. Then
at the Fort Sill reservation.
the whole of Beecher’s letter will be pubmeycr. . .Allegheny City, Fa., was visited by
In this hot, uncomfortableweather,
The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Rail- first six months of 1874 showo a falling-off of lished, aud it is pronounced so damning that
a disastrousfire on the 4th. over 100 houses
the
desire for cooling drinks becomes
from 20 to 50 per ceut. as compared with it would destroy him utterly. The suppressed
being burned. . .Tbs Supremo Court of Massa- way Company have reconsidered their prequite
imperative.How shall we satisfy
parts are said to be ten times worse than the
chusetts has decided the ProhibitoryLiquor vious determination regarding tho Iowa law, corresponding months in 1873.
printed part. Tilton quoted only so much as it ? Shall we resort to soda water, icelaw constitutional — The verdict of the Coro- and adopted & schedule of freigh* and passenThe Atlantic and Great Western Bailroad would relieve him from the charge of being a
cream, and similar preparations?Not
ner's jury in the Mill river disaster investiga- ger rates which is in substantialcompliance
Company has defaulted in its July interest, libeler. No present member of Plymouth
tion is published.It censures the Legislature with the law. The points of difference are of
if we wish to avoid the epidemics which
and the Erie company, which has just leased church has seen Beecher’sletter, though
for inadequate aud defectivelegislation on the an unimportant nature.
are sure to come with the hot days of
Tilton stands prepared to to show it to any
subject of reservoirs ; the mill owners, for
the road, is out of pocket nearly seven million
July and August. They are all pernimember,
if
Beecher
requests
it.
Beecher
Th« South.
their parsimonious disregardof life aud propdollars ____ Freight rates between New York
cious. The sirups used in soda water
erty ; the engineers,for ambiguousand insufMiss Katie West, an accomplishedyoung and the West have been reduced 50 per cent. had a copy of the letter. If he has destroyed it, Tilton’sfriends say that Tilton are villainous compounds ; many of
ficient specifications;the contractors, for lady of Paris, Ky., took arsenicthe other day,
* Mr. Beecher, iu his last Friday evening
would be glad to furnieh him with another them contain deadly poison, and some
manifest delinquenciesand want of thoroughto improve her complexion. She succeeded talk with his parishioners,gave a retrospect copy. There is the best authorityfor saying
ness in their work, aud. finally,the County
of them are manufactured from such
Commissionersfor accepting a dam so shab- admirably, for in a few hours she was a beau- of his life in general terms, but did not refer that Beecher’s letter is genuine, and that he vile stuff as coal tar. Iced-water is also
does
not
dare
deny
it.
It
is
not
in
his
own
bily built when they had the power to order its tiful corpse ____ M. D. Welsh, a well-known to tho Tilton affair.
autograph except a small part ; but was dic- injuriousin any very email quantities.
Memphis attorney, was recently shot and
entire reconstruction.
The cable steamer Faraday, reported tated by him aud signed for him in his pres- Cooling and pleasant drinks can be premortally wounded by B. B. Barnes, another
Boston’s debt increased more than 818- prominentlawyer.
wrecked off the coast of Nova Scotia, was re- ence, aud the presence of ono other man, who pared from lemon, pie-plant, or currant
is a friend of Tilton, and prepared at any mo000.000 during the past year.... It is stated
The followingis a summary of the South- cently seen off Seal Island prosecuting her ment to substantiateits veritableness. juice, which will be harmles,( and palatthat Beu Butler's health is eo bad as to preern Cotton Exchange crop report to July 1 : work ____ A baud of 700 Mormons from Eu- Beecher’s letter was written without any de- able.—
clude all hope of his running for Governor of
rope arrived iu New York last week. Most of mand or oven request of Tilton. Tilton had
Massachuvetts.His nervous system is much Mississippi—Report* from forty-four coun- them were Scandinavians ____ There is to be a not expected it. Beecher seems to have been
Tennessee has about $400,000 in
shattered, and his hands tremble eo that it is ties decrease the acreage 7 per cent. Fair new issue of postal cards. They will be of moved entirely by the convictionof the wrong
State
warrants
outstanding,a
average
stand.
Louisiana—
Twenty-six
parwith manifest difficultythat he can write.
superior design, aud more convenient.
he hail done his friend. The great question
floating debt of about $150,000,and
ishes reported. Acreage decreased20 per
is now, will Beecher confess his confession
The report that tho freight charges becent. Average stand condition of plant genThe West.
or repudiate it? Ou this hangs tho whole a bonded debt of about $24,000, 000.
erally good and promising,though three tween the East and West had boon reduced issue.
The boiler in a lumber-mill at Carrolton,
weeks later. Terns— Forty-fivecounties reThe Markets.
Mich., exploded on the morning of the 30th ported. Tho acreage increasewill average 15 was entirely too gnod to be true. It turns
The Public Debt.
out that the rates have been raised insteadof
NEW YORK.
ult. with frightful effect, shattering the mill per cent. Stand gj«d. Two weeks later
The followingstatementshows tho condi- Beeves ........................
9 (5) 121
to atoms and instantly killing Joseph Judnon, planted than last year, but in fine growing
Political.
tion of the public debt July 1 :
Hogs— Drosneil ................"If®
BAnj. Chapman, John Peck, George Wat- condition, free from gloss. Arkansas—
The Prohibitionistsof Illinois met in con- Six p<*r cent, bonds ....................
11.213.1124,7(10 Cotton ....................... 17|#
son aud William Sinnet. Six others were Twenty-five counties reported. Acreage deFive i*r cent, bonds ................... 510,0.28,050 Flour— Superfine Wee tern ..... 5 ou (6) 5 40
crease."
3
percent.
Stand
better
than
last
vention
at. Bloomingtonou tho 30th ult., nomseriously injured. Pecuniaryloss, 835.000.
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .........1
l 32
....Rev. Dr. Welles, of Bed Wing. Minn., year. Teimess'e— Twenty-four countiesre- inated a State ticket and put forth & declaraTotal coin bonds ..................
$1,724,332,7*0
Winter Bed Western..1 30 (S' 1 31
has finally accepted the Bishopricof Wis- ported. Acreage decrease. 3J per cent. tion of principles. The following are the
1 06 (i- 1 10
consin, ami will at once enter upon his du- Stand fair. Crop clean. A Mama— Twenty- nominees : State Treasurer, Maj. Little, of Lawful money debt ....................
I 14,678.(100 Bye ...........................
seven counties report
average
sJ
3,218,690 Corn .........................
ties.
Fana; Superintendent of Schools,Mrs. Jen- Matured debt ..........................
5G (S> 64
acreage decrease. 16 per cent. Crop somewhat
Legal tender note* ..................... 382, 078,732 Oats— Western ................
During a tremendous thunder storm at later, and generallycleaner than ever before. nie F. Willing, of Bloomington,Professor in Certificatesof deposit .................68,780.0(10 Pork -New Mess .............. 18 70 (S»18 8')
the WesleyanUniversity.
Fractional currency ...................
45,885,295 Lard— Steam .......... ........ llj(a 12
Emerson, Manitoba, recently,301) horse* of Growing rapidly. North Carolina— Forty-one
22,825,100
The Republicansof Iowa mot in State Coin certificates .......................
CHICAGO.
counties
reported.
Acreage
decrease.
19
per
the Canadian mounted police stampeded,
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6 12i(S) 6 40
cent. Planting two to three weeks later Convention at Des Moines on the 1st inst.
Total without interest ............. $ 509,548,128
running over tents of men and officers,and Fair average stand. Crop clean, healthy and
Choice Natives ....... 5 85*(o; 6 00
Ninety counties were represented,and about
Good to Primo Steers. 5 50 (a) 5 75
againstand over the wagons, or any obstacles
South Carolina— Twenty-one
Total debt.., .....................
$2,251,690,488
Cows and Heifers.... 3 25 (S) 4 75
in the way of . their wild flight. Many men
Grelich. of Des Moines comity,
Total interest ......................
$ 88,939,087
Medium to Fair ...... 4 75 (S> 5 4i)
were injured and many horses.
Wiutor- ooiit. Plant small anil condition good.
” presided.
Inferior to Common.. 2
3 50
mute, tho slaver of Geii. McCook, has been clean. Growing well. Labor sufficient. The following ticket was nominated: For
sentencedat Yankton, Dakota, to ten years' Georgia -fi\xty-ono countiesreported.De- Secretary of State. J. I). Young, the present Cush in the Treasury, coin ............. f 74,206,304 Hogs— Live ................... 5 SO <5> 6 00
Cush
in
the
Treasury,
currency
..........
14,57(5,010
Flour— Choice White Winter.. 8 00 (3) 9 121
imprisonment in tho Iowa State Penitentiary creauo of acreage,10 per cent. Weather most incumbent ; State Treasurer, P. C. Christy,
Bjieeial deposit held lor the redemption
Bed Winter ...........5 75 @ G 25
at Fort Madison....Thegrain trade of Chi- favorable. Stand aud conditiongood. Grow- present incumbent : Auditor, B. B. Sherman,
of certificates
of deposit,us provided
cago for the month of June was immense. [eg finely. Clean, though small. Florida— of Benton county ; Registerof the State Land
bylaw ........................
57,760,000 Wheat— No. 1 Spring ..........1 16 (o> 1 16).
No 2 Spring ..........1 12l(® 1 13;
During the mouth 23,170 car-loads of grain Reports’ meager. Average said to have de- Office, David Heoor, of Winnebago ; AttorneyClerk of
Total in the Treasury ............. $ 147,541,314
No. 3 Spring ..........1 05$© 1 064.
(9,220,400 bushels) were inspected into store, creased 4 i»er cent. Stands good. Condition General, M. E. Cutts, of Mahaska
the Supreme Court. E. F. Holmes, of JackCorn— No. 2 ..................
58
594
and 1,815.15bushels from canal-boats, making very fine. Clean and growing well.
Debt lees cash in Treasury ........ $1,143,088,241 Oats-No. 2 ................. 42
son ; Supreme Court Keporter, J. S. Bun44’
the total grain receipts for the month 10,685,It is said that the floods in Louisianahave nells, of Polk. The platform favors free
Bye— No. 2 ....................
84
555 bushels. During tho same time 1), 108,334
Decrease
during
the month ...........
2,180,196
Barley-No.2 ................1 10 © 1 20
bushqls of grain were inspected out of left the submerged districtsin a far better banking ; declares the obligations of the Gov- Donas issued to the Pacific Uoilroud
Butter -Good to Choice ......
25
store for shipment to the seaboard.... condition as regards sugar and rice planta- ernment, when placed upon the markets of
Companies, interest payable in lawful
the world, are payable in tho world’scurren121© 13
money, principal outstanding ........ 64,623,512 Eggs -Fresh ..................
A gentleman who has recently returned to St.
tions than could have been looked for by the cy, specie ; affirms the power of Congress to j Imerent Vc«' me(t Rud’'i7orj:et pai’d
.' 1,'8^704 Pork— Mess ................... 18 374 ©18 62 1
Paul from a tour in Western Minnesotasays
most sanguine. While in some districts the regulate commerce among tho general .States, luturext paid by United States ......... 22,286,891
Lard .......................... 11.
that the grasshoppers have laid waste a secttugrr crop is hopelorslylost, this is made up and tho right of the States to regulate ami lutereat repaid by trausimitation of
ST. LOUIS.
tion of country GO miles wide and extending
inai!ii, etc ..........................
5,252,080
by
a large acreage in cultivationand a largo control railway-transportationwithin their
Wheat— New Fall .............1 25 © 1 35
indefinitely from the southern border in the
proportionateyield elsewhere.In addition to limits ; declareniu favor of the proposed Con- Balance of interest paid by United
59
directionof th • Northern Pacific railroad. At
Btatea ............................... 17,134,650 Corn— No. 2.... ..............
this the weather since the flood has been un- stitutional amendment providing for the elecO/.ts— No. 2 ............. ____
54
the present rate of progress, the destroyers
usually favorablefor laying by crops, and the tion of a President by direct vote of the
Bye— No. 2. ............
80
will run over the herder some time before* the
dialing of Infants.
season
is nearly a mouth ahead of last people; demands a modificationof tho Patent
Barley ........................ 74 (a) 76
close of the season. Dispatches received in
year’s.
laws ; declares that only honest and capable
Q. C. Smith, M. D., writes to the Pork-Mcss ................... 19 40 ©19 60
8t. Paul represent that there are 4,000 people
men should bo electedto office ; and favors J'acijic Medical and Surgical Journal Lard .......................... 10J® 11
Washington.
in the devastated region without food, and in
the submission to the people of the question
danger of starvation.Legislative aid is
Hogs ..........................
5 00 © 6 00
Tuesday, June 30, was the end of the fiscal
of amending Hie Constitutionso as to extend that he values bismuth very highly as a Cattle .......................
asked ____ Tho Chicago, Bock Island and Pa3 00 © 6 00
year iu Washington, and the time set for the the suffrage to women. . . Arkansas voted, • n preventive of chafing,aud says : Take
cific railroad has announced its intention
CINCINNATI.
of conforming to the Iowa railway curtailmentof the clericalforce in 'some of the 80th ult., upon the question of calling a sub-nitrate of bismuth, in fine powder, Wheat ........................1 19 © 1 21
law in letter aud spirit. In announcing this the departments.The heaviestdischarge was ConstitutionalConvention, and also for aud put in a thin flannel hag, ami use Corn .......................... 63
66
decision, however, the Superintendent of the in the Bureau of Engravingand Printing,the delegates to the same. A Little Bock dia> as tlie old nurses use the old style Oats .......................... 47
5:4
road enters a strong protest against tho law, services of 375 female employes being dis- patch of the 2d inst. says tho majority for a
91
“starch bag” in dusting over the chafed Bye ........................... 89
convention
is
about
GO.OUO,
and
that
the
Conand all similar enactments. . .Gross earnings pensed with, leaving 1,200 persons still emPork— Mess ................... 18 25 ©18 50
parts, or those parts that are likely to
of the Bock Island road for 1873, *7,048,203? ployed in that bureau. The scene of dismiss- servatives have elected about 70 of the 91
L*rd .........................
10? s' nr
or have already become sore from any
al was marked by sadness. Fourteen of those delegates.
net earnings, *3,250,083.
MILWAUKEE.
discharged fainted when tho announcement
1 19 © 1 20
Andy Johnson’schances for the Tennessee cause whatever. Should the parts be Wheat-No. 1*. .....
Lemuel Moss, D. D., of the Crozier Theo- was made to them, and physicians were called
No. 2 .................1 10$© 1 17
to.o tender for the use of the powder in
Sen
at ors hip are -said to be good.
logical Seminary, has been elected President to their assistance.. The internal revenue
69
this way, it should be sprinkledon Corn-No. 2 ...................
44
of the Chicago University, and Dr. Burroughs receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30
Alexander H. Stephens declines a reuomi- plentifully. The good effect will, in Oats— No. 2 ........ ........... 42
wert $102,305,677 ..... The President has
Bye-No. 1 ....................
90
has been made Chancellor....The Bailroad
nation
to Congress....The majority for tho
many instances, manifest itself very Pork .....................
taken up his summer residence at Long
17 60 ©17 75
Comuussiouere of Minnesotahave prepared a
Constitutional Convention in Arkansas is quickly after the application. I have
Branch.
TOLEDO.
table of rates for the various roads running
about 70, 000.... J. R. Hawkins, a prominent found bismuth an excellent external Wheat— Amber Michigan ...... 1 24J© 1 25£
through the State, by which a reduction is
The Hon. Eugene Hale has withdrawn his
Tennesseeanand ex-member of Congress, is
made in passenger fares of 4
cents per acceptance of the Cabinet office made vacant
remedy for raw, blistered surfaces, aud
openly advocating a repudiationof the naCorn ........... ......... -i • • •
63
69
mile. Tne managers of the St. Paul and
many ‘other more or less superficial Oats .......................... 52
by
Mr.
Creswoll’sresignation,pleading the tional and State debts.
54
Pacific Company have published their intenulceratedsurfaces.
DETROIT. .
Foreign.
tions in case the new law is enforced against state of his health as au excuse..,. Contrary
Wheat— Extra./....- .......... 1 46 © 1 47
them They say that it will be impossible for to tho assurance which was received from Mexico has daveloped a new pestilence that
Lawrence McNulty, of San FranNo. 1 ........
1
1 21
the com?>auy |to run trains of good cars Washington several days ago, that all the is generally fatal and epidemic- The discisco, stood in tho window of his boards Corn ..............
6bl
cheaper than before, and tjiey will therefore original members of the District Oommiesiou
patches do not state the nature of the malady ;
4Jj© oiB
be obliged to give such accommodationsto would accept office, ex-SeuatorCattcll has deing-houso and addressed a crowd on thi Oats ....... . . .................
• CLEVELAND.
clined.
but the Government has been obliged to go subject of suicide. He explained differpassengers as cun bo afforded.
Wheat— No. 1 Bed... ......... 1 24 © 1 25
to the relief of the sufferers and to take measThe Grand Jury In tho Criminal Court of ures to prevent the spread of tho disease ____ ent methods at some length, and then
A number of Indian outrages are reported
No. 2 Red ............1 19 (a- 1 20
71
from Wyoming Territory.,... The Chicago the District of Colutnbiahave returned a true Intelligencecomes from the coast ot Sumatra whipping out a razor stowed “how it Corn .......................... 70
Oats ....... . ..................
65
Iribttne of thcGth iust. says: “Most dis- bill of indictment against A. C. Buell, cor- that the second Dutch expeditionagainstthe was done ” by cutting his throat.
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More About the

Astounding Freak of Nature— Trees

A Texas Tragedy.
[Corsican* Cor. GfclVMton News.]

Quite a serious shooting affray occurred in this county last week, betwe&i Mr. Harrington and his brotherin-law, Mr. Uoggett, two well-known
and respected citizens, between whom
an old family feud had existed for some
time. Harrington left his home shortly
after dinner and proceeded to the river
to fish, leaving his rille on the bank.
He then descended the bluff to the
water’s edge. He carried with him a
pistol, to shoot the large fish if he
should catch any, the better to enable
him to land them safely. He had been
fishing but a short time, when he heard
a noise above him, and, looking up,
beheld Boggett over him with an oar
upraised to strike him, and who said,
“Now, Harrington, d
you, I’ve got
you just where I want you, and you
can’t get away. I am between you and
your rifle. You’ve been talking about
my father long enough, and I’m going
to" kill you.” Harrington immediatelv
raised his pistol and fired, the ball
taking effect in Boggett’s breast,

The presentedheated term has produced ut least one phenomenon in this
vicinity, which will “astonish the natives ” who hear of it, and perhaps open
up a new field of Investigation for scientists and men of enduring dispositions.
Instances of persons being sun-sttuck,
with serious and sometimes fatal results, have occurred quite frequently,
of late, aais generally the case during
a severe hot spell ; bat never until last
Sunday has there been, wo believe, such
a thing reported as a case of minutrokc
upon trees. Such a phenomenon actually occurred,on the day above mentioned, under the following circum-

Press Gag-Law.

[Watkington(July 1) Cor. Chicago Intcr-Ocean.]
Good lawyers of this district, who

Killed by Sunstroke.

have seen Judge Poland’s card explaining the law which, it is claimed, gives
the Criminal Court here power to arrest
editors for alleged libel wherever they
may reside, express surprise that he
should have claimed that it is necessary
to make the provisionsof the Judiciary
act of 1789 applicablehere, in order to
be able to arrest crimihals who might
commit’ offtinses here and escape to the

The Sartoris Family.
The Presidentand Mrs. Grant have received several lettersfromMrs. Sartoris.

The Rgfd and venerable maternal representativeof
a family which deacendedfrom an anceatral
progenitorknown lu hi* time by the patro*
uymie appellationof Hubbard (perhai* from
hb having been one of the early poeta or

Mr. Sartoris’ onlv sister, a married lady,
met him and his bride at Liverpool and
birds of the Hub)
accompanied them to London, where,
Wended h< r way to the until apartmentftrdmarllr
Mrs. Sartoris writes, she enjoyed herdevoted to the atorage of crockeryand auch
such
self very much. Her stay, however,
portiona of the family provialona aa were kft
uuum d at Uut prandlid meal.
was brief in London, her husband and
herself going almost immediately to the To obtain, for the gratificationof her favorite bnt
emaciatedeneciiueu of the genua cntu a
Sartoris country seat, where the bride
fragment of an oaaeoua nature oncocompnaand groom have been given a cottage on
ing an Integralportion of the skeleton off an
the estate. So they are finally settled
animal (whether bovine, porcine or other*
States. The fact is, that the courts of
wleetheuarratorwainot able to determine
in their own house, albeit a small one,
eaUafactorll)),
from which ahe had reason to
this district have long had ample power
called ft cottage, and Mrs. Sartoris
believe her petted quadruped would obtain
to arrest criminals who, after commitaliment.
writes that it is covered with roses.
ting offenses in the district, fled from
Remembering the extravagant wealth of When by continuousprogremve motion abe bad
it. But to arrest persons who have
her trousseau and the largo number of
arrived at the end of her brief Journey, and
never been here, and who have only
lu fact had reachedthe objective point and
her
presents,
one
is
puzzled
to
know
stances:
the goal of her desire,
const! uctivcly violated laws of the
Mr. Adolph Vieser, who resides in district, is quite another thing how Mrs. Sartoris has managed to find
room for her husband and herself after Her fond anticipation*were not realised,and her
the town of Lake View, just north of
which the bill as passed is held stowing away her possessions. No gaycalculation came to naught; for the family
the city limits and near the lake shore,
recrptaclebefore alluded to proved to be ento make possible. There has been no
eties are pi offered the young people by
tirely denuded of everything In the way of
has on his premises sev. ral fine large
such conditionof affairs here as Judge
that KuateDiuce which tend* to prolong life
cherry trees. Two of the largest and Poland’s card implies, namely : That the groom’s parents,who are still in
when received w ithin and assimilatedby the
deep
affliction
on
account
of
the
loss
of
best of these trees stood at one end of
animal organism
if a person committed a crime in the
their eldest sou last summer, who, as
the garden, very near to a high board
district and was indicted in the courts,
Consequently this Indigent and long-snirerlng
fence. Both of them were very thrifty, there was no way of arresting him if has often been stated, was killed by a
immlier of the higher class of vertebratea
called mammal*, but familiarlyknown a* the
were covered with green leaves, and he crossed the river into Virginia or fall from bis horse. Quito recently
" poor dog,n failed on this occasion to obtain
ranging upward and lodging in bore a beautifulcrop of cherries, which I stepped over the boundary into Mary- their grief has been renewed by the
anything to ap)>rato hla unsated and voradeath
by
a
similar
accident
of
their
dead
cious appetite,which there is reason to liehis left shoulder.
immediately were nearly ripe. About 3 o’clock last land. Arrests of persons after indictlieve had previously been whetted by the anfell into the water. After floating Sunday afternoon, Mr. Vieser was ment are made by a United States offi- son’s most intimate friend. Mr. and
ticipationof the favorableresultof the visit
Mrs.
Algernon
Sartoris
when
they
left
standing
for
a
moment
near
those
trees
around for some little time, he begged
of his friend and protectorto the usual (tore*
cer bearing with him to any State a
house of hla supplies.
Ai
Harrington to help him ont, as he had when suddenly he heard a strange noise, copy of the indictment,certifiedby the Washingtonexpected to return in a
already killed him. This Harrington as if caused by the splitting of wood or clerk of the court ; and arrests before year at the furthest, and, perhaps, as —Doiton Admtistt.
consented to do, and, after much bark above his head. Looking upward, indictments are made by sending the early as the fall. The President and
Humor.
trouble and hard work, he succeeded in he witnessed the most astounding freak warrant of the United States Commis- Mrs. Grant do not contemplate visiting
getting him to land and upon the bmik. of nature ho had ever met with. The sioner to the United States Marshal of their daughter until after they have
A bad omen— To owe men money.
Boggett then said, “For God’s sake, bark covering those trees began to peel the district where the criminal is. The ceased to hold their present high posiA pair of drawers— A span of truckrun for a doctor, for I am dying.” Har- off at the tops, curling downward along effect of the second section of Judge tion.
horses.
rington immediately shouldered his the trunk and limbs, until it reached Poland’s bill was not mentioned in
“ Who was the meekest man ?’’ asked
shot gun and started on a run. As soon the ground, and leaving the trees as either House. The brief explanation The Smallest Steam-Engine in the
World.
a Sunday-school teacher. “Moses.”
his back 'was turned, Boggett naked and barren as though they had was confined exclusivelyto the question
reached for his rifle and exclaimed, been riven by the lightning’s bolt. at issue between the Police Court and
An ingeniousWorcester (Mass.) me- “ Very well ; who was the meekest wom“ Hold on, you’ve killed me and I can’t Barks, leaves and cherries were all the Criminal Courts. Whether the bill chanic, 1). A. A. Buck by name, has an?” “Never was any.”
wait for a doctor to come and I’ll be stripped off, and laid a promiscuous was passed with special reference to constructed a complete little steam-enWhy are the ladies the biggest thieves
d— d if you are going to get off so mass of ruins upon the parched earth the pre.'S cannot be known, but it is gine of the following extraordinarylil- in existence ? Because they steel their
easy.” He deliberately aimed and shot surrounding the desolate trunks. The true that before any attentionhad been iputian dimensions
The engine, petticoats, bone tbeir stays, crib their
at H., the ball striking him in the right process occupied but three or four attracted to the bill, or its peculiar boiler, governor and pumps stand in u
babies, and hook their dresses.
side and passing nearly through. Har- seconds, and as soon as he could re- provisions had become known, that space 7-lGtliaof an inch square, or the
cover
from
his
astonishment,
Mr.
Vie
A “mixed train”— Tho train of an
Ins aston.ahment,Mr. Vie- (i01.gre88menwh0 had been anxious to area of a silver throe-centpiece, and 5rington then exclaimed: “God
8om0 bold on the press were 8ths of an inch high, containing 148 elegant dress on promenade dragging
you, I've shot you once, and now I’ll ser made a thorough examination
shoot you again,” and shot a load of the trees. The _ rum was
boasting quietly that
that a
a bill
bill hatl
had been
been distinct parts, mostly of gold and sil- along a hatful of shavings,strips of pashot into Boggett’s right arm. He He found the trunks, limbs, twigs, slipped through that gave them all the ver, fastened together with 62 screws, per, cigar-stumps and tobacco-quids.
then walked all the way up homo and leaves and fruit perfectly dead. They power they wanted.
the largest of which is l-80th of an inch
“I tell you,” said a Wisconsin man
told his friends the whole circum- had literally died by sunstroke.— Chiand the smallest about -100th of an to a neighbor next day after burying
cayo Journal, lit inst.
A Terrible Case of Lunacy.
stances.
inch in size. All the bearings are sup- his wife, “ when I came to get into bed,
A remarkable case of lunacy has just plied with regularly-turned oil cups. and lay thar, and not hearing Lucinda
Boggett was found lying on the
Too Poor to Take a Paper.
been made known in Green Village, N. The boiler is supplied with a safety
ground, where he had received the last
jawing around for an hour and a half,
'hot. He was at once conveyed to
Moore of the Jtural New Yorker, was J., by the death of Charles Crowell, at valve. There are all the valves, gear- it just made mo feel as if I’d moved into
his homo and medical aid summoned. sitting in his office one afternoon some the age of 70, who had been a raving ing, etc., to be found upon an ordinary
a strange country.”
Strange to say, both are still alive, and years aga, when a farmer friend came maniac for over 45 years. Ho was kept horizontalengine, boiler, governor and
A Sabbath-school teacher, desirous
Harringtonis in a fair way of recovery, in and said : “ Mr. Moore, I like your chained to the floor of his home, and pumps, and all work admirably. Three
of
waking tho dormant powers of a
while hopes are entertainedof Boggett’s paper, but times are so hard I cannot would never allow clothing to be put on drops of water fill the boiler to its
scholar, asked tho question, “What are
him.
Ho
was
confined
in
a
small
proper capacity. The engine alone
pay for it.”
wo taught by tho historic incident of
“Is
that so, friend Jones? I’m apartment made for his use. No fur- weighs but 15 grains ; the whole toSubstitute for Coal.
Jacob wrestlingwith the angel?” The
niture
was
in
the
room,
the
only
thing
gether,
including
base,
but
2
dwt.
18
sorry* to hear that you are so poor ? If
cautious reply came, “ Duni >, ’zactly,
It was stated a short time ago that a
yon are so hard run I will give you my in it being straw. His mother took care grains, Tr»«y weight. Diameter of
Belgian peasant had made the extraorof
him
for the first 15 years, during cylinder, MGth inch; length of stroke, but I ’spose ’twas to tell us we mustn’t
paper.”
dinary discovery that earth, coal and
rustle.”
which time he tore to pieces over 10(1 3*52.
“ 0 no, I can’t take it as a gift.”
soda, mixed together, would burn as
bedquilts
which
she
made
for
him.
At
A Scotchman went to a lawyer once
“ Well, then, let’s see how we cun fix
well as, if not better than, any other
An Opium-Eater’sExperience.
times he would be perfectlyharmless,
You raise chickens, I believe ?”
for advice, and detailed,the circumcombustible. The fact has since then
*“ Yes11 rTew^rbuTtffiy'don’V bring ! “ud would allow his mother and sister
A writer on De Quincey says : “At stances of the cute. “Have you told
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complete.

1

recovery.
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been proved beyond a doubt. The

room and feed him. But one moment he dropped upon his ac- me the facts precisely as they occurred?”
for months ho would p^co his small quaintance from the clouds ; at another asked the lawyer. “ Oh ! aye, sir !” reroom and no one dared venture uear he would vanish into utter darkness for plied he ; “ I thought it best to tell ye
him. In his room was a very small weeks or months together. One day ho tho plain truth. Ye can put the lies into
window, through which food and water came to dine with Christopher North— it yourself.”
were given him. Sometimes he would so wo are told in the Professor’s life
A nov six years old, having been much
not eat for a week; at other times was detained for the night by a heavy
made as follows : To 15 pounds of
enough food could not be given him to storm of rain, and prolongedhis im- lectured by his father on the babyishmold were added
pounds of
satisfy his voracity. His mother died promptu visit for a year. During that ness of crying when any calamity happowdere t coal ; also one pint of a solufrom the great burden, and his sister period his habits must have been rather pened, cheered Uo paternal heart, the
other morning, by saying: “Harry
tion of common washing-soda ; water,
took charge
of ----him. She, too, died
---------- amazing to a well-regulatedhousehold.
cue pint ; soda, one ounce. The mass
after some years, from the constantcare ijj8 wants, indeed, were simple, and in Bolton cried nearly all day ’cause his
was worked up after the fashion of
and anxiety with which she watchiyl_/one8eilg0 regniftl- j a particular joint of father died ; bnt if you should die, pa, I
mortar, and then made up into balls
him. Lately his niece, Mrs. Burt, has mutton, cut according to a certain wouldn’t erv a bit."
about the size of a large orange. Half
“ Dad, if I were to sec a duck on the
cared for him. The most remarkable mathematicalformula, and an ounce of
a dozen balls in the wet state were put
fact in connection with the ease was that foudanum made him happy for a day. wing, and were to shoot it, would you
on a coal-fire,which was not burning
just before he died his mind was clear j3u^ jn ^be Jjours when ordinary beings lick mo?” “0 no, my son; it would
very brightly.In a short time the
and he called an attendant by name. — j are Rwake he was generally to be found show that you were a good marksman,
moisture was driven off, and the balls
New York
stretchedin profound opium slumbers and I would be proud of you.” “ Well,
quickly became red hot, giving out a
upon a rug before tho fire, and it was then, dad, I peppered our old Muscovy
Training of Children.
strong heat, and apparently burning
only about two or three in the morning duck as he was flvin’ over the fence toTwo Thousand Miles on Foot.
Let childrengrow. Give them time
slowly without falling to pieces, the
that ke gave unequivocalsymptoms of day, and it would have done you good
soda no doubt acting as a flux. The
The woman concerning whom so much for slow and natural development. vitality,and suddenly gushed forth in to see him drop 1"
balls, on being touched with a poker, has been written, as having walked Give them freedom andjliberty in things streams of wondrous eloquence to the
A New Hampshire farmer wanted a
broke into lumps, which burnt like from Iowa to California, arrived in this not positively and permanentlyhurtful. supper parties detained for the purpose
farm-hand,and was applied to by an
cinders, yieldinga fire clear at the top. city yesterday.The woman has light What matter if all their daily behavior
of witnessing the display.”
Irishman, who wanted to work. The
It was observed that after the moisture wavy hair, combed smoothly back from is not quite pleasant or perfect, if they
farmer objected to engaging Pat, on the
was driven off the balls burnt without her temples. Her eyes are blue and show improvement and progress. Sow
A Fish Story.
ground .that two Irishmen previoualv in
smoke. The ash was apparently of a have pleasing though wearied expres- good seed, anxious parent, cultivate
The
curious fate of a fish caught in his employ had died on his hands. Then
heavy character, different from coal- sion. Her calico dress has been patched with care, but wait patiently for harthe Sassafras river, in Kent county, you object to hiring me for that, do ye?”
ash.
with cloth of various colors, and is vest if you wish good fruit. Suppose a
Maryland, is thus related by a corre- said Pat. “ Faith and I can bring you
tolerably clean considering the dusty child does not sit as straight as a ramsponpent : A fish-hawk stole a very fine recommendations from many a place
Growth of Luxury.
roads she must have traveled over. rod at table ; suppose a cup or tumbler
pickerel from the seine of some fisher- where I’ve worked that I never played
In the thirteenthand fourteenth cen- From all that can be ascertained,she is does slip through its little fingers, the
men, when an eagle who had been such a trick 1”
turies elegance had scarcelyany exist- in search, not of her husband, as was food deluged, the goblet smashed, and
watching the operation gave chase, and
The editor of tho Columbia (S. C.)
ence, and even cleanlinesswas hardly stated by one of the newspapers, but of the, table cloth ruined— do not look
compelled the hawk to drop his prey. Mail, with grateful eloquence, acknowlcross,
and
break
out
with
repioof
of
considered as laudable. The use of her father. She wrote some incoherent
This was seized at once by the eagle edged the receipt of a milk punch in one
linen was not known, and the most sentences in the Swedish language and what was unintended as if it were a
and appropriated to his own use. Will- column, and in the next published a
delicate of the fair sex wore woollen revealed the fact that her name is willful wrong. Did you never let a
iam Sballcross,
ihallcross, who resides there, had “Temperance Deportment.” Bomebody
shifts. In Paris they had meat only Sophie Auguston, and that she is 38 glass slip through your fingers ? Inbeen looking on, and succeeded in has complained of his inconsistency,and
stead
of
sending
the
child
away
in
anger,
three times a week ; and one hundred years of age. She has had a long and
byres (about twenty dollars) was a wearisome tramp, over rough roads, or with threateningwords, why not be frighteningsdl tho eagle. As the fish he explains that the “ editor of thoMail
was not injured,he took it home, in- has nothing to do with what goes into
large “ portion” for a young lady. The through narrow gaps and over danger- as generous as to a guest, to whom you
tending it for supper. While the cook the temperance column of his paper, nor
better sort of citizens used splintersof ous trestlework,and if she be not in- would kindly say, “It is of no consewas looking another way the cat in her have the gentlemen who conduct that
quence.”
It
is
generally
wise
to
take
wood and rags dipped in oil instead of sane, she certainlydisplays an amount
turn captured tho pickerel, and began department anything to do with what
candles, which, in those days, were a of filial devotion that is highly com- little notice of mishaps or bad behavior
devouring it. Just then a hound be- goes into the editor of the Mail."
rarity to be met with. Wine was only mendable. Many absurd rumors have at the time, and even to divert attention
longing to the family came along, and
to be had at the shops of the apothe- been set afloat concerning her object in from them at the instant. Afterward,
concluded to assert his rights in the
A War-Horse.
at
some
appropriate
time,
draw
the
caries, where it was sold as a cordial ; coming here. Some newspapers asmatter.
He
drove
away
the cat and ate
gentleman said that Nantucket
and to ride in a two-wheeled car along serted that she wished to obtain a lock child’s attention to the impropriety,
the fish himself— which closes its his- horses were celebrated for their general
the dirty, ragged streets was reckoned of her husband’s hair, or the whole fault, or lack of suitable care, and point
tory. And this is a true “ fish story.’ worthlessness, imbecility and marvela grandeur of so enviable a nature, that scalp ; but this idea is generally scoffed out kindly tho remedy.
ous slowness. He said a citizen sold
Philip the Fair prohibited the wives of at. Whether demented or not, the poor
Going it Blind.
An Accident at Cleveland.
one to a cavalry officer during the war,
citizens from enjoying it. In the time creature deserves much sympathy for
“ I never hear that expression,”said
Accordingto a Cleveland paper, the
and warranted him to be a good warof Henry VIII., of England, the peers the sufferings she has undergone.—<S’an
following is the way accidents occur in a friend the other day, “ without think- horse. The soldier came back afterward
of the realm carried their wives behind Francisco Call, June 19.
. It was in 1852, 1 in a towering passion,and said he had
that part of the country. An old but ing of George
them on horseback when they went to
think— ves, that was the year— and a
unusually
thoughtful
farmer,
residing
been swindled.
London, and in tho same manner took
Brasil.
near enough to this city to do his trad- party of ns were spending a few weeks
“ As how ?" said the Nantucketer..
them back to their country-seatswith
Brazil is rapidly taking the lead of ing here, went into his corn-field last in Iberville parish, Louisiana. We
“ Why there’s not a bit of go iu him,
hoods of waxed linen over their heads,
, who kept a and ret you wuraanted him as a good
week
to hoe his corn, and, in order to boarded with McF
all
the
States
in
South
American.
The
and wrapped in mantles of cloth, to
country is full of engineers, manu- give a crow or two a salute, should he livery stable, and had some of the finest war-horse.”
secure them from the cold.
facturers, agriculturists,merchants, see any, strapped his double-barreled horses in the State. They gave us good
“Yes, I did, and, by Jove, he is a
to eat- —and
of them ; but good war-horse— he’d sooner die than
••***“0
-- - plenty
----The Obioin op “Groo.”— Until the and travelers, drawn thither by the shot-gun to his back. As he warmed np things
unfortunately, owing to the near vicinity
time of Admiral Vernou the British manifold attractionsoffered to them in to his work he caused his hoe-handle to
tun 1”
of
the stables, the house was always full
circulate
with
more
than
his
wonted
sailors had their, allowance of brandy their respective spheres by the enterCrops-Urain, Cotton, Fruit, Etc.
or rum served out to them unmixed prise of the sovereign and a sympathiz- rapidity about him, and, finaily, the of flies, and somehow they would get
—The
crop news for bread stuffs and
into
the
food,
often
being
as
thick
as
with water. This plan was found to be ing nation. In all geographicaland end of the hoe-handle bitting the trigcotton is full of promise, while the hay
raisins
in
a
pudding.
I
couldn’t
eat,
attended with inconvenienceon some topographical publicationsBrazil is a ger of the gun, touched it off. The old
crop will be enormous. In some of the
occaaions, and the Admiral therefore standing theme, and new works from farmer felt a gill or two of shot pass none of us could eat, except Georce,
Southern States 10 per cent, more of
ordered that in the fleet he commanded the pen of industrial and scientificmen through his scalp and hat ; and, sup- who helped himself most bountifully.
the acreage in corn has taken the place
the spirit should be mixed with water are continually leaving the press in posing he had been shot at by an assas- One day I said to him : ‘George, how
of 10 per cent, less of cotton. The
is
it
that
you
always
eat
so
heartily?
before it was given to the men. This various parts of the world. The em- sin in the rear, he, though wounded,
I can’t do it, on account of the— flies.’ fruit crop is the subject of much disseized
his
gup,
and
wheeling
suddenly
innovation at first gave great ofi’ense to pire is approaching political consideracussion. OJew Jersey, it ia believed
the sailors,and rendered the com- tions with great rapidity, and the na- around, blazed away at the supposed ‘Oh/ replied George, ‘do as I dowill send 600/100 bushels of peaches to
mander very unpopular. The Admiral tional funds are regularly quoted on shooter. He was still more surprised shut yom eyes and go it blind 1’ ”
market,
and Delaware 500,000 of early
at that time wore a grogram coat, and the London Exchange. Exports and not to see a man, but his dog writhing
Since
the
burning
of
the
Court- Yorks, Troths and Hale’s early, and St.
in
the
agonies
of
dissolution.
His
is
was nicknamed “Old Grog.” This imports are rapidly increasing in a
George’s Hundred. Delaware alone
name was afterward given to the mixed superior manner, and the attention of out now, hoeing corn again ; but his House at New Troy, Fla., the courts in
has 1,000,000 of healthy trees. RaspLafayette
county,
are
held
under
a
bush
liquor he compelled them to take, and both Europe and America is being di- head is covered with bandages and
berries, currants nndgrapes all promise
arbor.
The
grand
jt
ry
deliberates
unit has hence universallyobtained the rected in an increased degree to this plasters, and his dog does not frisk
an abundant crop.— iVew' York Express
der
a big oak.
about
his
heels
as
formerly.
land, so highly gifted by nature.
name of grog.

Parisian paper, the Moniteur, has gone
so far as to make the experimentat its
printing-office.A correspondent of the
Journal of the Society of Arts has also
tested the compound with the most
satisfactory results. The mixture was

3

anything hardly.”
“ Don’t they ? Neither does my paper cost anything, hardly. Now, I have
a propositionto make to you. I will
continue your paper, and when you go
home you may select from your lot one
chicken and call her mine. Take good
care of her and bring me the proceeds,
whether in eggs or chickens,and we will
call it square.”
“ All right, brother Moore,” and the
fellow chuckled at* what he thought a
capital bargain. He kept the contract
strictly, and at the end of the year
found that he had paid about four
prices for his paper. Ho often tells
the joke himself,and he never had the
face to say he was too poor to take a
paper since that day.

to stop in his
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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SCHELVEN, - -

VA.N

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

laying of the corner stone of the

new Government building in Chicago, is
i made the occasion for reviewing many
Editoh.
reminisccnscsof the early days of that
place. About forty years ago the post

i

Saturday, July 11.

fice of

Chicago was kept

in a

HHSBER,

of-

small coun-

Proprietor of

try story on the lower end of Laty street,

THE "SAILBOAT LAND” CASE,

where a miscellaneousvariety of goods

i

were retailed The

We make

Established in

first attempt at private

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

New York from 1845-1857.

In Michigan since 1857.

the following extract from the

letter-boxes took the fonn of boot-legs
in the Railroad nailed up against the wall, in which the
Land Case of Bowes w. Boyce, the details letters were placed to await the coming of

decision of

.A-LSH,

"W

Judge Stone

of which were given in our issue of the the claimants. In the winter of
27th ult.:

A Change

of Programme Each Week.

18111-2,

there was no post-ofllcein Chicago, the

BEBORT-

HVL^IRKIET

“The case involves the title to the land only mail being a file of papers brought
above described.
once & fortnight from Niles, Mich., by a
The defendant offered in evidence, the
record of a deed made by the Circuit half-breed Indian hired for that purpose
Court Commissionerof Oakland county, and paid by general subscriptionof the
We note a further decline in the price of First Class Physicians. We quote only one offered at Fifty dollars and one cent, with
dated in April 1804, to Morgan L. Drake, citizens.— In the great fire of October, 1871,
all his prescriptionsthrown in, and only one bid (a standingone)— Fifty dollars. Will not some one (a druggist or any one) bid the
purportingto convey the land in question
there perished in the safes the immense other cent and secure this fine offer? You can very soon make up your outlay by
—and it was insisted upon by defendant's
counsel that the record was prima facie amount of $1,500, 000 in greenbacks,$:100,-

AN EXTRA

CHARGE

ON EACH PRESCRIPTION,

evidence of the regularity of the proceed- 000 in National Bank notes, and $00,000
or you might arrange with the doctor and
ings required by law anterior to the deed. worth of postage-stamps.
The sum of$35,(The Court here quotes the law under 000 in mutilated currency, placed in a safe (which he may be able to send to your establishment.)Do not fear that your customers will find it out. As the Doctor receives
which the counsel for the defendant intro- outside the vaults, singularlyenough, es- a part of the money, he will not expose you, but on the contrary will swear it is not so, and will advise all bis patients to go to your
store, no matter if they wish to or not. You have secured him, purchased him, HE IS YOURS. (Provided some one will not
duced the record of his deed, and says:)
caped destruction. Some $225,000 in
otter a cent or two more, in which case he will at once leave you.) But suppose a few mistakes should occur, and some of the
I do not think I cun so construe this
gold, and $5,000 in silver got melted up, patients should drop off very suddenly— wo w ill suppose by the careless dispensing of Strychnine or Arsenic—and a post-mortem exlaw, which is somewhat extraordinary, us
hut most of the specie was recoveredto the amination be culled for, have no fears, all will go well. Is not the Doctor on your side? And besides, if the fact became known,
to make it apply to deeds recorded before
your business would be gone, and the poor Doctor would lose bis percentage, which by the way, is all he is after. HE MUST
the act, therefore in deciding this ease, I NationalTreasury.
Keep quiet.
must treat this record as out of the case,
Fifty dollars is bid; Who bids the Fifty dollars and one cent?
and proceed to see whether the plaintiff Mr. Dawks, of Mass., having been a
has made. a prima facie case.
member of the House for eighteen years,
I find, as matter of fact, that the title to
has declineda re-nomination. He assigns
these lands vested in the State of Michiprepared at ire cut drug store at ralp the price otrer stores charge.
gan, by virtue of the act of Congress. no reasons for his action, not caring to an-

GIVE HIM A PERCENTAGE ON EACH PRESCRIPTION,

mmm nmms

This

Supreme Court.
Legislaturein 1857, disposed of
these lands to the Detroit & Milwaukee
Railway Co., and the Port Huron and Milwaukee Railroad Co.
Section eleven provided that “should
cither of said Railway Companies fail to
accept said lands on the terms of this act,
within sixty days, or fail to constructits
entire line of road or any part thereof in
the time and manner required, in such
case said Board of Control shall have power, and it is hereby made their duty to declare said lands, so far as they have not
been sold in good faith, forfeited to the
State, and said Bo ard of Control are hereby required to confer said lands upon some
other competent party, under the general
regulations and restrictionsof this act.”
Subsequent!} the Board of Control, by
reason of failingto comply with the act,
on the part of the companies, declared the
is settledby the

The

nounce himself as a candidate for

the
Remember this: We do not buy up Physicians(even at their ow n price), nor do we pay any one a prccentugcfor their PreUnited States Senate, and being too honest scriptions.We believe that when a Doctor receives his nay for the visit he makes, he has no further claim on his patient; and we
do not propose to charge the patient an extra price and play into the Doctor's hands.
to talk nonsense about the state of his
It is a fact not well known, and therefore we w ish it distinctly understood, that when you receive a prescription, J$0health and the demands of his private busbe printed
it, y°u “r« at perfect liberty to have it prepared at any
iness. Mr. Dawes Is a thorough going Store you wish. The knowledge oftliis fact accounts in part for the very large number of prescriptions put up at the City
politicianin the good sense of the word. Drug Store, a number more than double that of all the other establishments in our City combined.

may

matter whose n&me

on

His profession is politics. His declination

of

a

Holland

SHgUth Street,

nomination to the House means that

City.

he aspires to the Senate, and, to quote his

own language,prefers to
he is to

lie

be slaughtered, if.

POST OF HOLLAND.

slaughtered at all, in open field.

One thing

is certain, the

spare a Dawes, w hile

House can

ill

retains a Butler.

it

>

NEW

...............

An Ordinance,

ARRIVALS.
June 29 schr banner mil waukee 75 1— 100 k^p beer
“ achr j 1. nhank raclne 25 t-llght.

To

FIRM!

rermer

revea certain
Ordinance?.

“ “ nchr arrow Chicago 69 1— light.
Among the various signs of awakening
** '* achr tri color Chicago 86 1— light.
80 achr jdpcs-chlcago 120 1— light.
The City of Holland Ordains:—
among the descendants of the KnickerJuly 1 achr apray milwaukee 48 1— ll>:ht.
Section
1. Thai the followingOrdinances,be
bockers we may mention the opening of
achr wollln Chicago 49 1— 100 pkgp nidae. and are hereby repea ed:
2
schr
a. plngger Chicago 87 1— light.
An Ordinance,relativeto the Public Peace, and
the old Dutch Church in Sleepy Hollow
3 achr J. 1. ahank Chicago 25 1— light.
to punish Disorderly persons. Passed August 20,
lands forfeitedto the State.
for Sunday afternoon worship. Another
achr Caledonia ratine 64 1— light.
1869.
4 achr arrow Chicago 69 1— light.
We are consideringthe case as though sign is the proposition to put the statue of
An Ordinance,relative to Auctioneers.Passed
6
achr ioaca Chicago 120 t— light.
August 20, 1869.
no Circuit Court Commissioner’sdeed was
achr
banner
milwaukee
75
1—
50
huah
oata.
some ancient Dutch worthy in the Central
An Ordinance,relative to the violation of C’lty
ever made to Drake, for that evidence is
achr til color Chicago 36 1— 5 bxa drugs.
Ordinances. Passed August 20, 1869.
Park, and opinion wavers between
*• achr wollln Chicago 19 1— light.
excluded.
An Ordinance,relative to Tavern Keepers and
8 achr contest kenoaha 97 t— nr
light.
Inn holders. Passed August 2n. 1869,
We find the Board of Control proceed- William the Silent, Oldenbarneveld and
“ achr four brothers Chicago 95 1— light.
An Ordinance, relative to Public Exhibitions
ing to confer these lands upon the Port
Reubens.— W. Y. Er. /W.
sod Show*. Pilled August 20. 1869.
Huron and Lake Michigan R. R. ComAn Ordinance,relative to Fire-arms. Hliing-shot,
Fire-works, Ac. Passed AOgQSt 20, !%».
pany. They have done this in the manDEPARTURES.
The debt of the District of Columbia, is
An Ordinance,rela'iu* to Common Victuallers
ner and form of a resolution, an act. I
June 29 schr hanher milwaukee— 60 c wood.
or Saloon Keepers. Passed August 20, 1869.
now
estimated at $20,000,000.
“
**
achr
j.
I. shank milwaukee-25 c bark.
am unable to see that the signing and sealAn Ordinance,relativeto the Collection of Spe“ “ schr arrow Chicago 55 c wood.
ing of any deed by the members of the
cial Taxes. Passed August 20. 1869.
“
“
achr tri color chicago-34m staves.
List of Advertised Letters,remaining in
An Ordinance,relativeto the runningat large of
Board is necessary. They designate the
“ 30 achr Josca Chicago—140 c hark.
Dogs. Passed August 20, 1869.
July
1
achr
apray
Chicago—
40
c
wood.
the
Post
Office
at
Holland:
party, the Governor and certain other per-

ALBERS & WYNNE,

JEWELERS

1

1

—

sons constituting the Board of control, act
as an organized public body investinc the
title in the Port Huron and Lake Michigan U. R. Company. That Company conveys the title to the Plaintiff, embracing
the premiseson which the trees stood from
which the bark was taken in this case. I
can come to no other conclusionthan that
the plaintiffis entitled to a judgment with

Elliott

KS
Hans
Rev. Joseph

2

“

K

11

Pieterson

“

2
8

Gray A C
King James

Foler I)
Jacob
Luther Chas.
GilletteV

Failing J

“

R

4
5

R

Wcndle F
Wm. Verukkk,

“
P.

“

M.

“
8

“

Ipffial

achr wollln Chicago— 42 m ft lumber.
achr a. plunger Chicago -75 c hark.
urhr J.
i i.
: shank
ulinnb ratine—
rnri m*— 25
*2Ti c
r Imrk
achr
hark.
achr Caledonia ratine— 50 c wood.
achr arrow Chicago— 70 c bark.
achr josea Chicago—180 c hark.
achr banner Chicago— 55 c bark.
achr tri color Chicago—40 c bark.
achr wollln chicago-00c bark.
achr contest kenoaha— 50 c wood.
achr four brothers-100c bark.

iloticcji.

An Ordinance,relative to Assesments and Collections of Taxes for Side-walksStreets and other

Improvements.Passed August JO,

Approved this 1st day of

been finished and prethe public. We have not been

state that

BURGARD'S,38

Pair! Street, is the

best place for a meal, or a lunch. In Grand Rapids.

see.

Everythingnecessary for a first-class restaurant,is
able to obtain a copy of the work, but find kept there and there Is no unnecessary delay. Try
it

extensivelynoticed in the Eastern pa- and

pers. The following

a part of the Chris-

is

F. h A. M.

tian Intelligencer's comments.
“

A Rkuular Communication of Unity Lodok,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
great personages,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July

Mr. Motley also shows

er in his portraitures of

among which

115—

all his old

those of Barneveld and

W. H. Johlin, \Y. M.

boldnessof outline and lifelikeness.

J.

O. Doesburo,

Sec'y.

47-ly

work, neither are much dilated upon in
the work itself. Mr. Motley gives us literally nothing but the barest outline of
Barneveld’slife, from his birth 1547 until
in 1587,

at forty years of age, he became

Advocate of Holland; and even from that
period

onward wc

learn nothing of his pri-

and only see him
consummate states-

vate life and character,
in his public life

as

a

man of comprehensive

sagacity, untiring

industry, unfailing energy, and a clearness

of vision that excites our wonder and ad-

miration. And herein lies the

Holland City Lodge, No.
of

Odd

192, IndependentOrder

Fellow s, holds its regular meetings at

adroit a manipulator—which led to the
Thirty Years’ War, and of the boiling of
the political and religious cauldrons of
Europe which accompaniedthat calamitous scourge of its peoples and kings.

The

influence of Holland upon all the events

of

the time, the wisdom of

the endurance

and

skill

of

its

statesmen,

its people, the heroism

of its military leaders, and the

courage of its merchant-soldiersarc an

honorablepage in the world’s history,
which are celebrated by Mr. Motley with
great earnestness and ardor.”

& LOT

FOR SALE.

fto sale her House and
two Lois, situated ot Tenth Street, opposite
the College Buildings.Terms easy. Inquireof
MRS. S. O. ALCOTT.
Holland. Mich., July 9.
125-128

PUBLIC LETTING.

NOTICE Is hereby given that the Board of Trustees of School DistrictNo. l,of the Township of
of each week.
Holland, will let to the lowest bidder, on Thursday. July 23. 1874. at 7 o’clock in the evening, at
Visiting brothersarc cordiallyinvited.
the house of B. Gkootenhuis, in the Township of
Otto Bketman,N. G.
Holland, the job of buildinga School house for
R. K. Hkald, Hfc. Sec'y.
said District, with the delivery of all the materials.
Plans and Specifications can be found at the
R. A. Sciioutin,Per.
47-ly
Store of Hakkkh A Van Kaai.tk.
Terms of payment will be made known on the
Castoria is more than a substitute for Castor dav and place of letting.
Oil. It Is the only safe articleIn existence
The Board reserves the right to reject any and
which Is certain to assimilate the food, regulate all bids.
Dated Holland, Mich., July 9. 1874.
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
liy order of the Board of Trustees.
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine or
I. M A RSI LIE, Director.
alcohol, and is pleasant to

Always keep

CENTAUR LINIMENTS.

sioned l»y the departure of

city,

office

in Van

remedies since the world began. They are counter-

VAN

DYKEMA, ) Committee

on
EG END. VStrccts. Roads
R. KANTER8. \) and Bridges.
J.

J.

LAN

“

............
............

46-2

all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw

their crutches,the

Wool! Wool!

s ly

Meat Market,

absence leave orders for all calls on the slate

Jacob Kuite.

at the door.

Respectfully Yours,

LEDEBOER,

M. D.

EXCURSIONS.

Mad li1

<S

lit

I)

l*

irritant.

jmjter bought of m, will be Irimmtd
charge.

In ease of

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
cuirvingonthis business nlojic,ut the OLD STORF,
where I can be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Balt innt
Frt*h Meeds, Slid offer them at the lowest prices,
i expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
on me, when I will offer them snch bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations with
mat

.
1871.

JACOB KUITE.

Holland,Feb. 14.

46 2s

tl

CHANGE OF FRONT,
AT

ilp, M. P. VISSEH.
-:<>:

We would further announce that In addition to the
aboto arrangements,we have also purchased a
larac barge, which w III be fitted up with suitable
seats and awnings,and w ill accommodate from 300
ool they ran to 40l* persons, and admirablyadapted for Suqtlay-

excursions.

/

School picnic* or largo
Parties chartering, have the exclusive control for
that
F. R. BROW ICR
Holland, June lat,
Captain.
120 tf

day.
1874.

NOW

IS

YOUR CHANCE.

At the Store of M. P. YISSER, everythingcan
he found. The public of the City and Country, are
requested not to pass by before i ailing in anil examining
anil
nilig me
the prices
price* in
at which hi*
my guuun
gooda itiiare sold.
ami if they are found satisfactory,to make their
pnrchnseHof me, and return home, well pleased.

RespectfullyYours.

mcaBMEunmnom,

M. P.

TOYS

SmRU

Y0

VIS8KR.

A Full Line of Dry-Goods

!

FLOUR AND FEED.
Family supplies: - Salt Pork, (ioni Beef, Smoked
am s'. 8 Lou l(!<' rs and 'T'U'in'f' Codfish Mackerel,
Herring*. Qvsterf. etc.-Pickles.
Peaches, Catsup,
etc —Pork and Beef, by the Barrel.
1

and mules, or for screw-worm In .'sheep. Stock
owner*— these liniments are worth your attention.
“ 10
Aug. 8
W5.0 No family should be w Rhont them. “White wrap- M 1. SM per day! Agents wanted 1 All r lawns of
* 18
ii ...........
per for family use
Yellow wrapper for animals. VJ to filfworklngpeople, of either sc*, young or
fctnfT PamphWt A iraar»nt*«urTati«.fno Pswardfaranr
As will be seen by the above table, it Sold by all Druggist. 50 cents per hot tie: large old. make more money at work for us In their curablocAso.No
euro uocharKo.ar.mlitj.BoM
brdrami**
ity.BoMby
drar-Ks*
spare moments,or all the time, than at anything
will be the brightest on the evening of bottles, $1.00. J. B. Rose A Co., 58 Broadway,
P.8. Dr. Fltler’aPill*, 20 eta., should be used
else. Particular.' free. AddressG. Stinton A Co.,
August 3,— Scientific American.
with
106-ly
New York.
Portland,
50 ly *
July w

COFFI1TS.

DAY

AND NIGHT.

liancy will be as follows:
17.8
............ 82.8
............ 64.8

Mattresses,

floor,

FANNY

WHO WANTS ANY?

............

Feather Beds.

“FANNY SHRIYER."

rheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer If
they will not use CentaurLiniment, w hite wrapper.
JI., 1874, was made by M. Coggia, at Mar- More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, Insailles, on April 17 last. It is wholly with- cludingfrozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
running tumors, Ac., have been received. We will 000.000,001 qt. Berry
out the earth’s orbit, but is gradually
000i,oui Bern
send a circular containing certificates,the recipe,
Try crates,
000,000,001 R. R. Peach Baskets.
drawing nearer to our sphere. Rating the Ac., gratis, to any one requestingit. One bottle
For sale by
U. D. POST.
light of this comet as 1 at the time of its of the yellow wrapperCentaur Liniment is worth
discovery, its progressive increase in bril- one hundred dollars for spavined or swooned horses

*

Feathers,

Wall

2nd
where I can be found

F. S.

1874.

July

Oil Cloths,

Landcireinrs free of

building,

LAKE

away

body, known as Comet

Carpets,

Profes-

herabj given that the Committeeon
Holland, Mich., April 1, 1874.
Streets, Roads A Bridges will lot to the lowest bidno-Xcl-tf
der, on Wednesday. July 22. 1874, at 2 o'clock in
There is no pain which the Cen* the afternoon, the job of Improving 15th Street,betanr Linimentswill not relieve,no tween River Street and Msrket Street, consisting
swelling they will not subdue, and in building a bridge 16*16 feet, and some ditching.
Also on the same dav at 8 o’clock In the afterno lameness which they will not noon, they w ill let the job of digging a ditch along
cure. This is strong language, the East side of Black River Highway, ami of
but It la true. They have pro- bringing the dirt of said ditch on the centre of the
The Public are Informed tlint the pleasant and
road.
duced more cures of rheumatism,
811 RIVER of
The first job will be let near the house of W. beautifullittle steamer
neuralgia,lock-jaw, palsy, sprains Vorst, and the latter near the house of W. K. Fliet- Holland, can be chartered any day or evening durMdr^rprc
swellings, caked breasts, scalds, stra. The Committee reserves the right to reject ing the summer season to make excursionson
any and all bids. For further Informationapply to
burns, salt-rheum ear-ache,ac., upon the human the undersigned.
Dated Holland. Mich.. Jnlv 9. !774.
frame, and of strains,spavin, galls, Ac., Upon animals In one year than have all other pretended

and well selected stock of Fui

Window Shades,

have established my

I

brick

my

practice

sion.

lame walk, poisonous
the wounded arc
Our new celestial visitor, which may healed without a scar. The receipt Is published Wanted by the undersignedall the w
buy. Call at the meat market of II. Van Drn
now be seen in the northern heavens, is around each bottle. They sell as no article ever Haar, where we will pay the highest market price.
VAN HER HAAR A METZ.
daily increasing in brilliancy, and will before sold, and they sell because they do Just what
Holland, June 18,
121-121.
they pretend to do. Those who now suffer from
Boon be a very conspicuous object The
this

and

is

bites rendered harmless and

discovery of

my

Father, Dr. B. Ledeboer, 1
would respectfully announce
to my friends and to the Public, that I have resolved to remain here and reside in this

PUBLIC LETTINGS.
NOTICE

a full

of tlie vacancy in niture,at prices correspondingwith the time-.
tin* Medical Profession, occa- Wnll Paper,

take. Children need

rest.

— o-

In view

Sec'y.

greatest not cry and mothers may

of which Barneveld was so

HOUSE

Odd

value of these volumes— in their close view
of the causes

18. T. 5. N. R. 15 W., Is for sale. Cheap for
Ca*h, or time will be given for a part of the purchase money.
Apply to 11. D. Post, Holland Mich. 125—130

Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening

—

M. Reidsema & Son.

J.

A CARD.

Sect

I. 0- of o. F.

veld enter so largely into the title of the

Meljs.

*•

1874.

Although the Life and Death of Barnc-

Our Store is at the (Md Albeit' Stand, Went of
Van Landegcnd A
J. ALBERS,
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1874. (’. H. WYNNE.

The oldest Furniture House
HE well known Russel Farm,” on the Grand To the Public of Holland
a tiaven
Haven noaa.
Road, being
neiug-H
44 acres in
in the
me o.
S. W.
m.**.
^
and Vicinity.
the City,

Fj^HE undersignedoffers

23d, at 7J4 o’clock, sharp.

A. I)., 1874.

CAPPON, Mavor.

Attest: Ciu’h F. Pojt, City Clerk.

FARM FOR SALE.

pow-

Prince Maurice are noteworthy for their

Jtllv,
I.

ilcui Advertisements.

To the traveling public, and those IcaUng for
Mr. Motley’s work on “ The Life and
Grand
Rapids on the afternoontrain, we would
Death of John of Barneveld, Ad weak of Hol-

sented to

GIVE US A CALL

fect.

costs of suit,"

land,” has at last

1869.

An Ordinance,to amend an Ordinancerelativeto
Have Constantly on hand a select Assortment of
Common Vlctualors or Saloon Keepers. Adopted Fine Watches and Clocks. of the host Manufacture.
June 23. 1871.
Silverami Silver Plated Ware. Jewelry, Spectacle*.
An Ordinance, relative to Grading Paving or Notions, etc.
Plankingof Streets.Approved September I, 1871.
REPAIRING of Watches. Clocks and Jewelry
An Ordinance,relativeto the Grading Paving or done in the best manlier and uairanttd.
Plankingof Eighth Street,in the City of Holland.
Approved November?, 1871.
Sec. 2. This ordinanceshall take immediate ef-

1

146.3

mo

Maine.

Syrup.
'

No Credit, tesh

or

Ready Pay.

OA.MI FOK 11UTTER AND EGGS.,
Holland. June 1st. 18:4.

120-132

J

Thk Common Council have two more

"Crusade sirup,” in soda, is much

— —
Mr

SiBBSMW

J.

Saugutuck.

HEROLD,

-

Rkv. T. Romeyn iIkck

Iikh resigned his

The

position as Professor of the Latin and

Eioimi Stbbkt, City ok Holland.

Greek Languages
•Him underulgncd n;iipcetft>llj announces that ho
m) 1| huMbIi))*bin old ro|iutMtloii. and tlmtnohodjr ncwli to ho wanting In anything
which belong*to hia Hue of trade.

at

Hope College.

—
Fi

the necessary preparations to finish their
store building and veneer it with brick.

C. E. Colb

leo a full line of

Fiismiiras

\

i

Paul R.

for the deliveryof 5100,000 feet

The moat competent workmen constantlyemployed.and all work made up In the.
lato*t atylc and with dispatch.

-

lumber.

The

him

jind St.

----

The

R.,

Fourth. At Pontiac

111.,

am

was

Fourth

hay with England, one car-load
having already been sent to experiment

11

i

manufacture of paper.

w ith in the

Rapids branch, a

wagon

—

inst.

duly celebrated In

Hamilton

—

.

—

Eutm link

Higgins, the station-agent has added to his

Work

All

Warranted*
with neatm-M

General Blackamithtng done

Railroad at this Station, is Increasing. Mr.

aid dispatch.

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.

help.

mr

The

I.

O. O. F. celebration, at St. Jo-

seph, on the 1st inst., was a grand success.
Several of the

Station, (Rabit River), on the

or atyle.

SEASONED LOUSES,

Sical Stovth

Thanking
old cu*tomer« for part favor*,
lollcita call from them, and as many new ones
as want anythingin my line.
I

47-Kcl-ly

ing places, visited our city that day.

—

Etc.

and blacksmith- My Spokes and Hubs are mannfaetnred from

HrsiNkss on the Michigan Luke Shore

Keuite Prompt Attention. pendence wasalsothe forty-eighthanniver- Holland, accordingto the published prosary of the death of Thomas Jefferson and
E. HEROLD.
gramme. All the arrangements that were
John Adams.
Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. l-Stfs-ly
made were successfully carried out, aud
Chicago hopes to build up a trade in thousand of strangers from the neighborprairie

TBO&Omi

Hudson Station, on the Grand

-----

will

hit

At

Pope said recently: “ The United

ment.”

The

Trucks, Etc.,

on hand.
Rev. R. Pieters has so far recovered
Warranted Heat-8prlngfof any ihape
that on Tuesday evening he was seen rid1 USB NOTHING BUT
ing through the streets of the city.

really Pope in the eyes of the govern- shop were burned down on the 4th

anniversaryof the nation’s inde-

Light Ac Heavy Wagons,
A good aatortmunt of Thimble 8kelna always

States is the only country where I

of oak

linc ®

ln ,h®

Top or Open Buggies,
Sleighs,

greatest antagonist, is dead.

--

ackers have again caused sev-

iik-Cr

eral fires on the

lias contracted with the

Chicago, Milwaukee

Veen

Dor

the amount destroyedwas $200,000.

liiin, St&iti Tostbi, ui Hiuet Wtir,

every

-

--

Has re-opened hi* carriageana wagon man
nfactory at hia old stand on River atreat,where he
may he found, read v at all times to make an/>

Malincrodt, the great Catholic lender
operations,giving in the German Empire, and Bismarck’s

Van

Stave-factory of E.

& Co., lias resumed full
employmentto fifty hands.

Messrs. Wekkman & Sons are making

1

A

---

The way to make a lively place of HolIm.entcred upon kb | , ITnu-«f, •cta-.wledg^Jko Indepcnland, is to help as much as possible
duties us Ktuge driver between this place deuce of these United States in April,
industryin our midst.
17011.
und
4
'

E.

JACOB FLIEMAN,

called

for in this hot weather.

job* to let.— See Public Lettings.

Odd Fellows from

J.

FLIKMAN

this city

were present.

M. L. S. R. R., has been discontinued as a

-If any one doubts the effect of advertisFirst Reformed Church Sabbath regular station. After this, all freight ing let him advertise in two lines in the Have jart o|>«ned a Large and well SelectedStock of
School had their picnic yesterday,and an charges on goods shipped to Utal point,
most obscure pari of the New s, that he
Dry goods,
PROPRIETOR.
excursion to Lake Michigan; the weather must be pre-pai 1.
wants to buy a dog.
Groceries,
A good articleof LAGER BEER and ALE on was fine and thfy had no rain.
Wk arc requestedby the Committee for
hand at all times.
Crockery, and
— —
The schr. A. P lugger, last week, took
AH orders promptly attended to, and no
The firm of Elvcrdink & Westerhof has the Fourth, to state that they have a lot
Hats & Caps,
out a cargo of manufactured stock from the
cartage charged for
dissolved by the withdrawal of Mr. Wes- of lumber left on the Public Square, which
Which Ihrj arc offeringat Price*,that defy
stave-factoryof E. Van Der Veen & Co.,
ConpetIUoD.
terhof, he having sold out his interest to they will sell cheap.— Apply to Mr. R.
valued at $8,500.
Kantcrs
or
the
City
Marshal.
Mr. II. Elverdink.— See their card in the
Alao a complete Stock of
The proprietor would announce that he
The whole country Is agitated on the
Director}'.
pays the highest
The evening train from Allegan, was
Beecher- Tilton scandal, and one of our
Tub pay and perquisites of President delayed on Saturday,the 4th inst., by a exchanges puls the fact concisely when it
CASH FOR HAULKY
HOPS.
Grant for the four years of his present IT; at Mill Grove, four miles this side of says: “If Mr. Beecher is innocent, his
Holland, January *28, 1874. TiO-ds-ly
ALWAYS ON HAND.
term amount in round figures to $1(12,000; Allegan, which originated in a stave mil silence is foolish; if he is guilty, it is
o
* All gooiD purchasedof hi will be
those of President Lincoln during four and destroyed about $40,000 worth of
wise.”
property, of which Mr. A. Vosburg lost
years amounted to $104,000.
$20,000.
A Connecticutman, whose son was ill,
store ok
It is reported that Mr. George William
appealed to the physician: “Do bring
Sc
One of the most satisfactoryfeatures of
To any part of the City.
Curtis, editor of llarjkr'tt Weekly, has conhim out of it right away, doctor; do break
- 8th Street,Holland, Michigan.
Give ua a call before porchaalDgelaevhere, at onr
the
festivities
on
the
“Fourth”
was
the
sented to stump this State in favor of the
up the fever at once, even if you charge as New Siore on River Street, next to Van Putter’aDm*
\yc bog leave to call the attention of the Public
4frKd-ljr
woman suffrage clause in the new Consti- display of the stars and stripesfrom the
tothqfartthat wo have opened, In LARARHE S
much as if he went through a whole course
pole on the Public Square. It was a new
OLD .FURNITURE STORK (west of Van Laudf- tution.
of fever.”
aendV) a FLOUR AND FEED STORK. We shall
flag, twenty-fourfeet long, bought by the
keep constantly on bund everythingthat pertains
We have received a circular from the city, to be used on public occasions. The A tali, fellow persisted in standing durto a
Grand Haven and Spring Lake Rowing purchase of this flag, was another souve- ing the performance at a London theatre,
(8U0UE88OK8 TO DUTTON & THOMPSON)
First-class Flour & Feed Store.
Association, announcing that their Regatta nir of the fire.
much to the annoyance of the audience,
will take place on Grand River and Spring
and was repeatedly called upon to sit down,
Flour, Feed,
The installationof the new officers of
Lake, Mich., Wednesday and Thursday,
but would not. “Let him alone,” said Engineers
Machinists
Hay, J rain,
I. O. O. F. Lodge, No. 182, came off on
August 12 and 18, 1874.
Hood, who was in the pit: “he’s a tailor
Tuesday evening. The following arc the
and Mill Stuff*,
and renting himeelf!” He immediately M<***r* P. Winter*, E. Winter* and J. Brower,
Ovkuyhsklcelebrated the Fourth In th
lonored parties:
have forim il a co-partocrablp under the above Arm
slunk down.
nnnio, anil will devoto tht raeolvea with all due atN. G.— O. Brcyman.
Prices. good old-fashioned way, basket picnic
Iciitloii unri dlllK<>nrcto imythingand cvcrythlBg
--pertaining to the line of Engineer*and Machinist*.
V. G.— J. Kramer.
SLOOTER & HIGGINS. style, in the grove near the “red schoolIt is proposed to hold the next session
The Slim1 and Foundry are located at the old
house.” Prof. G. J. Kollen in Holland,
R. S.-R. K. Ileald.
Holland, March 18, 1874. 108-ly
of the Evangelical Alliancein the city of *tand. we*t of Heald's.
The Black*mith*hop formerlyran by P. A E.
and H. Lankbeet, in English, were the
P. 8.— R. A. Schouten.
Rome. Some of the managers of the Alli- Winter*,will be continueda* before.
speakers for the occasion, with short adTreas.— A. J. Clark.
ance arc in favor of going to Jerusalem, The Plow Bukinen* heretofore conducted and

CAUL ZEEB,

Tub

ZDELIVERyY.

FLOUR

AND

-

-

FLOUR,

& FEED

SLOOTER

HIGGINS,

FEED,

&

Delivered Free!

Store,

PRACTICAL
and

(

--

At Lowest Cash

.

managed by K. K. Ileald ha* been transferred to

dresses by Rev. G. J. Nykerk, E. Van Zee

-

a compromise that u*. anil will be run In connectionwith the above.
Mit.i. Kepaihino, will receive our specialatten*
and G. J. Micbmershuizen.
the meeting shall liegin at Rome and ad- tlon.
pleted, and renders that thoroughfare
Him* Bucksmithino.done In all It* branches
A petition asking the Common Coun- passable this summer. It was in fact one journ to Jerusalem w ith ns many members with promptne** and disnatch.
MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN"
as may be able to take the journey
Mill owner* and manufacturer*are requestedto
cil to prevent cows and cattle, during the of the most needed improvementsin the
give u* a call.
108-ly
Holland, Mich.. March 18, 1874.
hours of night, from running all over the city and as a temporary relief It answers thither.
streets and sidewalksin the city, or if they first-rate.As a permanent covering,»i>
The Rockford (Ala.) grange has adopted
(the Council) should dccliue personally to objections were shown on the Fourth, this resolution: “That we will retrench
do this, requesting them to enact an Ordi- when the sawdust caught fire on several our expendituresfor dress and living, and
Everybody who
nance compelling the owners to do so, occasions and at one time took consider- confine them to articlesactually necessary
wl*hi‘* to pnrehare PAINTS, OlLH, VARfclBH,
would no doubt receive the signatures of a able effort to extinguish it.
for decency, comfort and good health, and BRU8IIEH, GLA88, etc., to call and examine my

—

The sawdusting of River Street is com-

-

and

it

is suggested ns

BOOTS, SHOES,
BUBBER8, ETC.

I

---

majority of the citizens.

Nol Nibbelink’sbarn was
At a

A Very large stock on hand.

46-8 * ly

T.

E. HIGGINS,
DEALER

and

their

_

examination having been unani- out of town on the occasion, but were told

mously sustained, they received the usual

that the

licensure to preach.

of the “

On the night of the 8th
e,

was

visited

his little girl,
to.

had advanced
AQKNTrOR

&

Co*

inst.,

Mr. P.

farther,

he met

his

uninvited guest and after a short introdu-

SI* I** S*

R.

R*

tion they

10 lhe, Br(:nt of,nul'c "fi
that lhe Lose, will be forihcom,^
row.

the*^

and heard a noise; before he

much

Department called the attention
city fathers” in plain and forcible

Klei&«W

by bnrgulars. During

night he got up to get some fresh water for

MILL FEED, CORN, &c.

U.S.Ez.

^purchaseof such things, both as to dress
ind living,as are superfluous.”

Holland,

IN

AH orders promptly attended

destroyi

special session of the classis of by fire on the evening of the 2d inst.; also’

July 1st, 1874, at the First Re- his horse and one sheep. The barn was
formed Church in this city, Messrs. J. located near the corner of 11th and River
Hofman and N. Neerken, Theological Streets, in a group of other frame buildgraduates from Hope College, were ex- ings, and but for the promptness of the
amined on the branches of study pre- firemen, half a dozen more buildings
scribed by the Constitution of the church, would have been destroyed.We were

Ei

HOLLAND,

Sth Stat,

will deny ourselves, as far ns possible,the

An

attempt at suicide occurred in the

At

the late meeting of the State porno-

logical Society at Adrian, a report was
mule crthnaling the crop of peaches that
ill

Holland City White Lead
I* not *nrpa**ed. It 1* warrantedsuperior to an?
White Lead In thla market, and I* *old at much
le*a price. My stock la purchasedIn large quantities of firsthand*,saving all lobher*’ profit*, and I
can therefore afford to sell below my neighbor*.

Rrmsm/xr- Iam not to b* underwtd by anij Houu
n the State of Michigan. Call and aee.

46-tfHEBER WAL8H

go to market from the peach belt this

Druggist * Pharmaclrt.

Joseph and Benton Harbor, 525,000
South
15,000

St.

Lake,
Ac.,

Spring
Holland, Muskegon,

OKNKRAL DEALER IN

200,000
50,000

This does not include Grand Traverse
fruit that will be

W. VAN PUTTEN,

150,000

Drugs

ic

of the person

is

Mrs. M.

Medicines,

|

marketed North.

Paints

Another meeting of School District

|wnship of Holland, four miles north of No. 1, was held on Wednesday afternoon,
city, on Thursday of last week. The
to locate the site for the school house. The

separated. Mr. Kleis kept watch

•

stock. The

ear at one million baskets as follows:

Haven,
Saugutuck,

WANT

and

Oils,

Putty, (Hass, Etc.

Fuller,

meeting failed to agree ami the matter has
Patent Medicines,
about twenty-five years old and has been placed in the hands of the Inspectors
Choice Wines and Liquors,
Marshal, John Haverkate, who arrested
HOLLAND, MICH.
•n sick and sufferingfor the past five
of the Township for final settlement. In
two rough supicious looking fellows, one (ears. The particulars are as fol48-20-ly
the mean time the Board of Trustees has
Soaps
lows: In the afternoon of that day she
of whom was recognized by Mr Kleis b
organized, with B. Grooteuhuis,Modera- Tooth Brushes,
took her husband’s pistol and shot herhis shirt and his voice as the one who w
Clothes Brushes,
tor, J. Marsilye, Directorand J. Vissehcr,
in his house. The parties arc held
self, the ball entering in the left breast,
Hair Brushes,
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Assessor. Among the advertisementswill
lodging at the back. The assistance of
examination.
Shaving Brushes,
he found the notice of the lettingof their
Docs •general Banking, Exchange, and Coland Paint Brushes.
Drs.
Schouten
and
Ledeboer
was
called
in
lection bulneas. Collection* made on all point*
Last Tuesday afternoon the Hpfland
school building.
Razors and Razor Straps,
In the United State* and Europe. Particnlar attenand
they
succeeded
in
extracting
the
---tion paid to the collection*of Bank* and Banker*. Depot at Grand Ramd^yy^enrirely d
Chamois Skins, and
Remittance* made on day of payment. All bu*l- stroyed by fire.^flRoonerwas
bullet.
Although rather late we cannot omit
Nursing Bottles.
Office at M. L. S.

R. R. Depot,

of the party while his wife called in Dcp.

ic

is

Fancy

& Perfumery.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.

ne*a entrurtedto me *hall have prompt attention. Intercat allowed on time depoalt*, subject given, but the whole building was one
In regard to the Celebration of the
to check at rtght. Foreign exchange bought
blase. The origin of the fire id generally
and sold. Ticket*to and from all point* In Europe
Fourth at Watervliet,we find the followbelieved to have been a spark from a passN. KENYON.
ing paragraph in one of our exchanges:
ing locomotive, which fitw un^er the plat“ At a Granger picnic in Watervliet, Mich.,
form, from whence the Arc bjlrst through
on the Fourth of July, quite a number of
the flooring and ascended /to the roof.
the people were poisonedby drinkinglemNothing was saved but \thfe checks, the

°m"'
R. RANTERS,
DEALER IN

moncyV What

baggage and the

STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.

freight happened to

be

in

little

khc store-room

onade that had been made in

a new tub
which was painted on the inside.” This

Thursday forenoon of
week, our city was honored with a
visit from Hon. Schuyler Colfax. He was

to mention that on

A FULL

ASSORTMENT OF

last

Supporters and Trusses,
And

out on a lecturing tour, had lectured at Bt.

Joseph the
his

way

to

prev

ious evening and was on

Big Rapids. Hon. A.

rison, Gen’l Manager of the

II.

Mor-

C.& M.

L. 8.

everything, usually kept In Drag Store*

Phyniciann' Preemptions Carefully Com-

pounded, Day or Night.
44-XcMy

FHCENTX

R. R., had taken this occassion for an excursion to quite a large number of the cit-

differs from the story as we have heard it.
izens of St. Joseph, to accompany Mr.
was also lost. Until further notice the
I hereby give notice to all trains will leave from the G. R. & I. de- W6 were told that in view of the high price Colfax. Within a short hour’s notice a
of lemons, the Grangers had resolvedto large number of citizensincluding several
interested that during this season, I will pay the Highest Wednesday of last week, a party of put in some tartaric acid, as a substitute ladies and our Cornet Band were gathered
for lemons. They sent out a delegation to
our new shop we have pur.
Cash Price for White Oak three, consisting of U. Oostcnryk, E. buy the article, and it appears that instead at the depot. Rev. Dr. Phelps, Pres, of In re-building
chased entire new Machinery, •
Hope College introducedMr. C. to the auDriest and P. Prins caught two young of the "tartaric acid” they brought back
Staves.
Of' the Most Approved Patterns;
dience, and after a short address and the
And we are confident we can aatlaiy all who
eagles. Some three weeks previous they “ tartar emetic.” Now if this story is corusual introductionsand handshaking the
want
had detected their nest on Point Superior. rect, it is not just to attributeto new paint
excursionistsleft for Muskegon. The

P01*

Planing

__

Mill.
•

CASH ON DELIVERY!

I will .also contract for future delivery,
and am prepared to receive staves on any
Dock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
River or at any of the Railroad Stations
All correspondenceby Mail will receive
prompt attention. R. KANTER8.
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf

pine tree, about the peculiar properties of “ tartar emetic.”
speaker took occasion to apologise for dishigh, which There is a long story to this, which we
appointingus some time in ’72, when we
they chopped down and without much will cut short by stating that the Grangers
had met at the depot, expectinghim to
trouble secured the young ones. They had an extraordinaryday.
pass through the city, and after referring
are about four weeks old and measure six
fg* On next Thursday evening and to his late connectionswith Hope College,
feet. The old ones were sufficientlyclose
regularly thereafter on Thursday evening he dwelt briefly upon his public career,
to them that they' could designate them as
Just Received.
declairing himself satisfied with his recbelonging to the specie called the “bald” of every week, during the hot weather,
Klmm'i Pill*. Worm Cakes, Ague Cure and Bit- or “-American” eagle. Our informanttold the fknny Shriver, with the barge, will ord, however much it had been attempted
tern. We Intend to keep the*e “edtclne*gonband.
to falsify it, and leaving us the impression
the limbs and branches of the nest make an excursiontrip to Lake Michigan,
l«0-4w us
---- ------ ---- --that having, once severed himself from
Olive, Mich., June 1, 1874.
___ ______________________ would more than fill a wagon box. The starting from Harrington’s Dock, at 7
public life, it did not present sufficient atSHIPPING Bills anti Shipping parties had them on exhibitionon the o’clock in the evening. Music will be
tractions
to re-enter it.
furnished on each trip.
Tags, printed at This
. ' Fourth, and made a “good day.”
It

.

.

..

............

.....

.

...

......

...

.

.

_____ ___________

a tall

fifty feet

Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WB HAVE

DR/Y

A

STEAM

KILlsT,

and tub drying of lumper
WK SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH \ND BLINDS,
Or anything In onr Hue, manufactured on abort
uotiee.

H W.

for

Office.

.

was located in

one hundred and

.

_

_ __
_

_

_

_

__

__

J

_

Vf.rbkkk & Co.
4«-3*»-lj

t _
_

;

_____

THE WIFE.
BT JOHN O. WHITTIEB.
m i<cIhx)1,hikI ball, and u nt aho camp,
The city 'a fair, i>ale daiielitar,
Tc'ilrink
ink the win*win of moni.tain fair,
Ikaido the Bearcamp Water.
Fr<

Her utepa grew Aimer on Hie bllla
That watch our homeMeads over.
On cheek audtlip,from ainmnorAdds,
Bhe caught (lie bloom of clover.
For health cornea sparkling in the streams
From cool Chocoruastealing.
There’s iron in onr Northernwinds—
Our pines are trees of healing.
She sat beneath Iho broad-armed«dms
That aklrt the mowing meadow.
And watched the gentle west wind weave
The grass with shine and shadow.
Deaidi her, from the summer heat,
To share her gratefulsrrn utug,
With forehead bared, the farmer stood,
Fpon his pitchfork leaning.

Framed in its damp, dark locks, his face
Had nothing mean or common,
Strong, maply, true, the tenderness
And pride beloved of women.
She looked up. glowing with the health
The country air had Drought her,
And, laughing, said : “ You lack a wife,
Your mother lacks a daughter.

mrml yotir frock and bake your bread
Von qo not need a lady ;
$«i dure, among tlvie liroWn old homes
Is some one waiting ready—

Td

**

“ Borne fair, sweet girl, with aklllful hand
And cheerful heart for treasure,
Who never played with ivory keys.
Or danced the polka'smeasure."

He bent his black brows to a frown,
He set bis white teeth tightly;
" 'Tis well,” be said, “for one like you
To choose for me so lightly ;
“ You think, liecausemy life is rude,
I take uo note of sweetness ;
I tell v«u love has naught to do
WUh meetusss or unmeetuess.
Itself Its best excuse, it

asks

No leave of pride or fashiou
When silken zone or homespun frock
It stirs

You tempt me with your laughing eye*,
Your cheek of sundown'sblushes ;*
A motion us of waving grain,
A

musk

as

41

You go as lightly as you came,
Your life is well without me ;
What care you that these hills Will close
Like prison walls about me ?

41

No mood Is mine to seek a wife,
Or daughterfor my mother :
Who loves you losea m that love
All power to love another !

“I dare jronr pity or your scorn
With pride your own exceeding
I fling my heart into your lap
Without a word of pleading.”

the

;

Nor frork nor tan can hide the man
And we you not, my farmer,
How weak and fond a’ woman waits
Behind the silken armor?

Locked down to see love’s miracle—
The giving that is gaining.

of gallery for the spectatorsof the pearauce, however, was not such

And so the farmer fouud a wife,
His mother fount a daughter;
There looks no happier home than hers
On pleasant Bearcamp Water.
Flowers spring to blossom where she walks
Tbs careful ways of duty ;
Our hard, stiff lines of life, with her,
Are flowing curves of beauty.

homes arc cheerier for her sake,
Our doo -yards brighter blooming,
And all about the social air
Is sweeter for her coming.

ORIENTAL JUSTICE.

^he last number of the EvangclUt
contains n letter addressed to the editor
the Itev. Henry NT. Field, by a frieftd in
T 11 A W!
1 t I \ •% I 1 ^ __ I w *
Japan,
dated
April 21, from Ki
s'u-seigakko Tokei, announcingthat a Japane«e acquaintance of theirs, mimed
Katski, who appears to have been educated in this country, has been beheaded for rebellion against the civil authorities. The writer gives the following
account of the method of tho execu•

:

In a case of this kind the
arc led together in

condemned

an open spot and

made to kneel down. One by one they
are placed beside the straw matting
which are tc be used to wrap their
bodies in, and as each head falls, another victim is brought forward to the
horrible death. Those considered least
guilty die first, and their wretched companions are made to look on at what

own

fate is to be. The executioner pours water on his sword after
each blow (and one strike is usually
sufficient) and the whole thing is finished up iu short and solemn order.
The bodies ore then wrapped in mats and
buried in a pit, the heads of the most
guilty exposed on posts, and the bloody
tragedy epdij/ The wyiter, in straying
about witjqu the inclosure, came at last
icrow wli|t he ealka /‘peculiarBpot,”
-devotedtO thr prokdks*!)/ Luri-kari. A
little path turns oil' to the right, which
conducts you into an open space, about
ninety feet square, and surrounded on
either side by the prison walls. In the
center the earth is raised a few inches,
and over the square plot thus formed is
buil* a kind of shed or stall, with slanting roof. , This faces toward Ailother
shed or covered platform about a dozen
paces/ :iu Ifftmt of, ir. Ufidcr the firstmentioned slied is the spot where the
their

coudemed. yamourai perform “HarnhixUi” »ud upon the platform mentioned
the yacouims sit to see that the thing is
properly done. There has been uo selfexecution there recently, the latest being last year ; but the u.°ual manner of
its performance was graphically described
—
--- to us by the ^uiuuiumuunvc
communicative
prison-keeper who conducted us politely around. \\ ithont going into purticuiars, however, I will only say that on
proper occasions the three sideaof the
-

—

—

..........

RICH FARMING LANDS

Mailed free to

to man who was being shoved was called
upress her with a belief in his sobriety. Gen. Forrest, whereupon the colored
yacouims ; but on going up the steps to
the platform above, I soon saw by the -’he suddenness with which he had gentleman \vanted to know if he was havrings, tho pully, and the open traj
aken his seat on the pavement had ing the honorto shave Gen. Forrest of the
made a rent of considerable size in a late Confederate cavalry. Gen. Forrest
what the place really was. It was
gallows, built in the most approved Jai tender portion of his pantaloons, and i mildly assented. Whereupon the bnrfrom this rent a quarter of a.Vfcnl of her remarked that ho was glad to make
or foreign style, and upon which fou
men may be hung at once ; and in fact ‘‘canvass ” fluttered gaily iu the wind. the General’s acquaintance,as his
Ot this he was fortunatelyignorant, aud, brother was a soldier, in the Federal
fifteen victims have already fallen fro
consequently, unable to account for the army. “Where is yonr brother?”
that fatal trap the present year sin
the 1st of January. In order to explaim half-smothered laugh that broke from asked the General. “ He was killed at
the sen-ant as she closed the parlor Fort Pillow !” answered the barber.
the modus operandi to us more lulL
door.
Silently and gently as the fall of the
the prison-keepercaused the rope to b
Tho young lady was at onoc informed snowflake— but accurately and without
brought, which he placed over one o
the pulleys and attached to the iro of the supposed condition of Jenkins, resitation— the General slid from bering iu the usual manner. The rop and he was in a few minutes informed lenth the razor of that barber, gained
was very strong, and as fine a specimen hat the young lady was suffering witl;
is feet, and with a face boro as to one
severe headache and couldn’t accoi
of hemp-work as one would ever desire
side, aud lathered as to the other, re.ny him. Jenkins had a vague sue,
for the purpose; the slip noose was
marked : “ You caJb’t shave me this
also excellentlymade, and had an in- cion that the headache was due to t!
morning !” A frieud who met him a
genious front catch to it. Tho trap- first remark of that servant. It .
moment later remarked the singular apdoor was drawn up to its proper posi- hardly be said that he was disappoin
pearance of his face. The General
tion, and securely bolted ; the end of in being deprived of the compan;
merely observed : “ I like to have half
the rope was placed upon it loosely, the young lady, but then it was
of my face shaved at a time. "—Mobik
Jity inter.
aud at a signal the drop fell with a pleasant for one of the most so
loud thump. A man’s neck would moral and church-goingmen in tL
When Mr. Sober leigh read that ft
thus full six or eight feet and was world to be suspected of being drun
father in the West had chopped Iris
His feelint
xm\y son in two, he innocentlyremarked
as
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Piinrtnal a» a ThnepIrrr.-rnlosRthe bowdo their duty with the regularity of clockwork,
uerfoct health lit lm]ioMiblo.Therefore, when diiordcred, coii|tol them iminodiately with
el*

TnmntN Iffmoscent Seltzer Aperient,
lhA laoHt genial haleamtc and effectiveHkatlvo
and alterative known to the medical profeeeion.
Sold by druifiete.

WOULD SOT BE WITHOUT

VECETINE
FOR TEN TIMES ITS COST.

s

simply

middle.”

I

would nol be withoutIt

for

ten tilne»1tio»t.

EDWIN T1LDEN,
Attorneyand Gonoral A«ent for Maisacftusett* of
tne Crafiimon'sLtfo Aim ranee Cumpauy, No.49
farmer says that three
Bean* Building, Boatou, Ram.

. Kentucky
igoou bull-dogs roaming* the

yards

to keep a mi.n
honest ^han all the Talking iu the

VEGETINE

world.

Wilhoft’s Anti- Periodic or Fever Purities the Blood and Restores the
and Aouk Tonic.— This invaluableand standard family medicine is now a household word
Health.
and maintains its reputationunimpaired. It
is indorsed by the medical profession,and
proscribed daily iu the Charity Hospital and
other Hospitals in New Orleans Wilhoft’s
In thli complaintth« flood effeoti of tho ViorTonic is thus highly recommendedby tho
tinr are roalized Immediately after commencing
leading medical men of tho country, aud is to takett, ai debility denotea deficiency of tho
worthy of such indorsement. Wbexlock, blood. There id no remedy that win reetore tho
Finlay A Co., Proprietors,New Orleans. For health from’debIMty like the V KOSTIN t. It ke
nourishingand strengthening,
purlflestho blood,
sale by all druggist «.
regulates the bowels, quiets the norveus system,
acts directly upon the secretions, and arouses the
In a recent letter to Messrs. Reming- whole system to action. It has never failed in
ton A Co., Capt. F. W. Whittemore,15th In- this complaint.
fantry, U. 8. A., thuswpeaksof tho Bemington Hewing Machine:
EFFECT.
If your sewing machines aro as much of
JfR. H. R. STSvajis:— Dm/- Sir— i have used, the
Somebody came to his rescue, aud pro- an“improvement
over others as yonr double great blood remedy, VF.OP.TlNK.amifeel it a duty
ceeded to introducehim to thecompany. shot-gnu in its breech mechanism is superior to acknowledge tbo great benefit It has done ms.
la tho spring of tho
the year Itfi'i
Itrij i
I was sick from
ftom g«ngduWhile he was thus pleasantlyengaged, to the English guns, I shall want one.”
a;al dcbUlty caused by overwork, want of sleep
ahd
pfoalr’rcat.
I
was
vsry
weak
and
muon
another fellow entered the hnS, and
emnoUtad.
1 frloti many
rmiadles withont
re______ _____
jy remt„
„
reiving any benefit Dorn any of them, until T was
while Jenkins w«s cngagcaonhi; sct‘-‘
!,
iftnth bnw mill
_______
i now h, id reliable hrm m Chicago oBer to sell
persuaded to try VBOETINB.Before I had taken
0,11; bow and just as ha had brought j
this oue week my improved conditiong»ve me
“19 n»ja<i into the most convenient pofli- I their lowest wholesale price, desiring to intro- renewed hppe and courage. I continuedto taka It
everyday, gaining more strength, tiat'l I WM
tion for looking through his legs, tho
them. Send for price Catalogue to H. E. completelyrestored, to health. The effect of this
remedy, in case of' general deb'lity, is indeed
door opened. The door was bronght i MATI,KW‘s‘tc<>•»78A80V,Ull^ur^!n‘^,t••(;llica8o•

QSJERil DEBILITY.

I

MARVetOUS

time for us to step into
tho guard-houseat the entrance aud
take a cup of tea to refresh ourselves.
While we were sipping our tea, two long
swords in black sheaths, and with black
handles, were kindly brought in for our
inspection. Laying aside our cups, we
drew out the swords from their scabbards, and both the edges of the blades
and the ador which accompanied their into contact with the rear end of Jenwithdrawal, told distinctly what they
were. These were the executive swords,
aud one of them especially had eviHo was h beautiful object to coritcm- waH, So as to bo in tbo present style. Ask for
dently done good and frequent service. plate, as he lay reclining gracefullyon t,,e Improved Elmwood. . ^ ___
Thongh
often sharpened, its
was , the floor, his feet stretched widely apart, ' Fkarfol— the amount of money thrown
.
--- edge
—
mcKed m so many places (where it had his hands clutchingat the floor, his t away iu not buying shoes protectedby 8LLVEB
Ktnink bone)
hnnol that
tmit it
it was
tv..o somewhat
__
______
, . i Trnu
.....A u iw> tv-inn
......
struck
nose mashed into the carpet, ands’.that
D1*S. it.,
Parents be wise and insist ibat your
dnlled ; but a heavy blow 'overcomes all white flag spread out in all its beauty. ' 9h^-(lealershould keep them.
obstacles presented by the nicks. JusHe didn’t stay there long, however, I The Northwestern Hobse-Nail Co.’s
tice, and not uufrequentlyinjustice, but by the united exertions of the i “ Finished " Nail is the best iu the world.
it is

SELTZER

•-A-xsrsttasssx’tst sssassssssss
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"
here recently, and this scaffold was lowly Christian.
He
started
off
alone
and in a few minerected last year, probably iu imitation
of foreign countries. This manner of utes reached the house whither he had
execution is not consideredquite so bad been invited. Here he had no trouble
or disgraceful as decapitation,and it with the bell, aud after divestinghimwill possibly come more and more in self of hat, overcoat, etc., was invited
vogue. It was a strange contrast, how- into the parlor.
ever, to see iu the same square the
Now, Jenkins has a peculiar horror pf
three different modes of execution, com- entering a room where there is more
bining the ancient and modern ideas of than one person, and he’d ranch rather
the subject, viz. ; the spot for perform- that one were somewhere else.
ing han kirn, the hole for decapitation
From tho amount of laughing, talkand the gallows for hanging. The lat- ing, piano-playing,etc., going ou in the
ter is an innovation here, and tho three parlor, he judged there were about1 sevmethods are quite as queer a mixture of enty-five persons in there, and the very
Jap and foreign styles as anything to thought of going in there almost made
he met with in more peaceable affairs. his hair stand on end. It was too lat?,
But we will hasten out of this subject
however, to back out, and ho opened
for though I might describe the old the door to go in. The look of surprise
strangling-posts, with their hidden on everybody’scountenance, ana the
holes and pulleys and stone weights, tittering that he heard in some parts of
which we saw by the side of the wall, the. room, did not restore his tranquillity.
;

r,i

parts of the worln. address
O. H. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner U 1’. K. B
all

Nru.

|
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Alone the banghird overhead.
His hiir-swuugcradle straining,

_

..... .

such

?

1

fool.”

i

love you ; on that love alone,
Amt not my worth, presuming,
Mill you not trust fur summer truit
The tree in May-diy blooming

4

.

“

;

" I

4

•

tn_

;

Ho archly, yet so tender,
41 And I will give you mine,” she said,
“ You will forgive the lender ?

t

.

.

it

a

’

“

alt

She looked upon the waving grass

41

____ ^

,

"

of thrushes.

The playing of your summer sport,
The spellsyou weave around me
Von cauoolof ymr will undo,
Kpr leave hie as you fouud me.

“

""

;

with throbs of passion.

“ You think me deaf and blind ; you bring
Your winning graces hither
As free as If from cradle time
We two had played together.

‘

*

shed are surroundedwith awnings, and is sure and speedy in Japan, for a crowd he was enabled to rise, and was
Prince & Co.’i Orgnui.
straw mats are placed iu the center, man is executed the same day ho is invited to 44 take a seat " (most anybody
Splendid finish; six stops ; price $125.
Terms, $25 cash, $16 monthly.
upon which the Sumourai seats himself, condemned.
to judge from appearances wouL
*a have
Money refunded if not satisfactory.
the officials take their seats on the
thought he already had a seat). He
Itoed’s Temple of Music, 92 Van Baron street.
raised platformdirectly in front. Withmade
a
rush
for
the
nearest
chair,
and
WHAT IT 18 TO BE BASHFUL.
out much delay the short sword is placed
turned to sit dqsvn. As he did so, some
The Excelsior Magazine, one of the
It is not a pleasant thing to be bashupon a little table in front of the victim,
playfully disposed youth removed the choicestaud most artistic of monthlies,
and with solemn dignity he takes it uud ful. If anybody thinks it is, let him chair. Ho did sit down, but with such is giving $4.50 Field croquet sets, with
draws it deliberatelyacross the pit of observe the misery, the utter wretched- force as to shake the whole house. The the magazine for one year, for 34.40, or
ness of a bashful man in company, old folks up-stairs were actually throwu
his stomach, more or less deeply as the
the magazine alone for $3.50 per anmay be. In former times it was the and he will be convinced of his mis- out of bev1 by the force of the “sit num. A handsomelyillustrated fashion
take.
custom to thrust one's self severely at
down.” As his body descended to the and etiquettesupplement goes with it.
I have a friend who is perhaps
__ ___
__ flew heavenward.A Rare inducements to getters- up of clubs
the outset ; but at present it has degenfloor, his
feet
erated into simply the idea, so that the most bashful man ever produced by young lady was sitting in front of him. in money or premiums. Sample copies
man takes the sword, a short or long this, or any other country. He will In a moment she too was on the floor, 25 cents. Office, room 59, 157 La Sillieone, and wrapping paper about the walk a mile out of his way any time and her chin bore the mark of a boot.
st., Chicago, 111.
blade, allows only the poiufc to project rather than meet a lady he knows. He
Again he was assistedto his feet, and
Go TO Bivebsidk Water Care. Oamilton, 111,
With this (according to the latest fash- has been known to threaten suicide to seeing a chair iu the farthest corner
avoid
the
agony
of
an
introduction
to
ion) he gives himself a respectable
of the room, he went for it. While A Few Words to Feeblt and Delicate
Women.
scratch, sufficientto show his chivalry, a young lady.
crossing the room, he stepped on a
M. D., of the Would 's DupkniaOnce, in the excitementoccasioned lady s dress.
and then allows the assistant who stands
aas
drei
In trying to get oil; ho By K. V. Pikrcr, by,
Buffalo,N. Y.
behind him to complete the work by by a lady’s speaking to him, ho sat stepped on it higher up and tore off
Knowing that yon aro subject to a great
dispatching him as rapidly as possible. down on a hot stove. Persons who about twoyards of trail. Then he backed amouut of suffering,that delicacyon vour
Rut, as I say, this spot and method are were present say they never saw a man off, aud into another lady’s lap. Those part has a strong tendency to prolong, and the
but little used nowadays, either because manifest so strong an aversion to any who wore present say the suddenness longer it is neglected the more you have to
your
. . Tt_
the Samouroi distinctions are becoming object as Jenkins did to that stove. He with which he left this
this seat reminded endure and the more difficultof cure
case becomes, I, as a physician, who is dally
obliterated, or else because the guilty seemed animated by a strong desire to them of theirschooldnys,when they used
consulted by scores of your soj, desire to say
people are usually • f the common order. go through the wall on the opposite to fix pins in the benches to see the boys to you. that I am couitaiitlymeeting wit!
Kx
However, do not think that this little side of the room.
go through the ceiling.
thoue who have been treated for their ailsquare court yard of which I speak is at
A few days ago he allowed himself to
After this leap,
Jeuki
. Jenkins
brought up mente for months without being benefitedIn
lacking in modern horrors, even if be entrapped into accepting an invita- against a center-table. Iu an instant the least, until they have become ijorfectly
discouragod aud have almost made up their
the hari-kim is falling out of date. For tion to a private entertainment, with that table was no more. Ho had made
minds uever to take another dose of medicine,
while we weiu standing underneath the the understandingthat he was to go about nine marble slabs out of one. nor be tortured by auy further treatment.
little shed of such peculiar associations, after a certain young lady and take her Fancy toys, pieces of gloss, flowers, etc., They had rather die aud nave their Bufferings
the prison-keeper directed the attend- to the house. When the eventful even- were scattered about iu the greatest ended, than to live aud suffer as they have.
They say they aro worn out by suffering,aud
ants to remove a small roof-like cover ing arrived, he was, of course, detained profusion.
are only made worse by treatment.Of anyplaced over a spot a few paces from ns. at the store an hour longer than usual.
Just about this time he caught a thing more discouraging,we certainly cannot
Walking up to the little square hollow At last he left and hurried home, haunt- glimpse of himself in an opposite glass. conceive, aud were there no more successful
in the ground thus expo:sed we saw, ed by the reflection that he would be He drew nearer and for a moment he mode of treating such difficulties than that,
with a suppressed
the too late— he would incur the everlasting was transfixed with horror, wonder, the principles of which teach the reducing
uppressed shudder, what
\
and depletingof the vital forces of the sysplaced really was. It was only a small enmity of the young lady— and other amazement and everything of that
tem, when the indications dictate a treatment
hole, a few feet each way, and half a thoughts equally well calculated to sort. His eyes assumed the size of an iireotly the reverse of the one adopted for
foot deep, with four beams of wood quiet a disturbed miud. When he ordinary saucer. And no wonder ; for them, .heir cases would be deplorableindeed.
lined about it on either side ; but in reached home he fouud that he had in the glass he saw his face, one side of Bat, lady sufferers, there is a bettor aud far
more successful plan of treatment for you
his little spaee was the moat sickening forgotten to stop at a barber’s to be which was covered with bloody scratchono more in harmony with the laws aud resight I ever saw. Straw mats clotted shaved. That operation he had to per- es, the other with a beard of a week’s quirements of your system. A Harsh, irritatwith human blood lay piled in the hole, form himself. He slashed around pro- grftwth ; he saw his head which hud not iii|, caustictreatment and strong medicines
while strips of paper with hands or miscuously, and as he had not shaved been combed since morning ; he saw wul never euro you. If you would uia rationcords still attached to them, and both himself since ho was a baby, it is not to his shirt put on hind-side-before ; he al means, such as common- House should dictate to every intelligent lady, take such medicovered with gore, showed the manner be wondered at that he cut several saw his vest the bottom button fastened cines as embody tho very best invigorating
iu which the victims had been blind- beautifulgashes across one side of his in the top hole; then, as he turned, he tonics and uerviuei, compounded with spedml
folded, ere their heads fell on that ter- face, forgettingaltogetherin his hurry saw the
' flag
fli floating
•
reforonco to your delicate system. Nuch a
in the breeze.
rible spot. Looking upon the beam of to shave the other side.
All this he saw, and with a cry which happy combination you will find in my FavorHaving at length, as he thought, com- was a howl, a shriek and a yell alto- ite Prescriptionwhich has receivedtho loudwood on which I stood, I saw that its
est praise from thousands of your sex. Those
end, near the corner, was hacked away pleted his toilet, he started oft' in the di- gether, he made a rush for the iloor, and languid,tiresome sensations causing yoil to
rection
of
the
house
wherein
dwelt
the
*
to the depth of several inches by the
then for the st reet. He ran about three feel
scarcely able to bo ou your feet or ascend
repeated blows of the sword which had young lady whose escort he had been miles aud stopped on a corner to com- a' (light of stairs, that contmual drain that is
fallen upon it for years gone by. It is forced to become. After he had reached mune with a lamp-post. It grieves Tie gapping from your systems aM your former
probable that hundreds of unfortunates the house he walked by it several to say that, for a time, he forgot his elasticity, and driving the bloom from your
cheeks ; that continual strain U|>on yonr vital
have perished at this very corner, for times before he could summon the Sunday school teaching. It is hardly forces that renders you irritable and fretful,
the spot has been used for the purpose courage to go in. At last ho walked up necessary to repeat what he said. Some may all be overcomoand subdued bv a perof capital punishment for a long time. the steps and pulled the bell gently. It of the expressions he used are. familiar severing use of that marvelous remedy. IrTwenty-five persons have beeu behead- was not answered, and he rang it again.
^nost persons ; but most of them he regularitiesand obstruciions to tbo’proper
workings of your systems aro relieved
_
ved by
bv tl
tniH
Still
no
one
came
to
the
door.
Then
he
ed there this year, only since Jan. 1,
uufactured for the occasion. Those mild and nafe moans, while periodical pains,
and two were executed Inst Thursday, got mad and jerked at it wildly. This
ordinary use ho thought would not the existenceof which is a sure indicationof
was heard quite distinctly \o the subject j nstice. — Daii bury News. seriousdiseasethat should not he neglsctod,
the fresh mark of whose blood we then time it was
readily yield to it, and if its use is kept up for
saw. I inquired if a victim was led up i When the servant opened the doo
to the spot iu the condition in which
' Jenkins was sitting quietly and calm
How (ien. Forrest Liked to Be Shared. a reasonable length of time the special cause
of these pains is permanently removed.
The Civil Rights bill ,u.v
may enable
was at the present time. The yaconim
the pavement, leaning against a
«,u«uiC the
lu<
Further light on these subjects may he obsaid yes, but that he was blindfoldedm famt of the steps. The bell-knobw*| colored gentleman to enjoy all the privi tained from my pamphleton diseasespeculiar
before he entered the gate, and could still in his hand. The servant turm® leges of soda-water fountains,ice-cream to your gex, sent ou receipt of two stamps.
Favorite
' Prescriptionis sold by druggists.
not see what was in store for him, and whispered to some one beeind her® saloons, and billiard-rooms,but we My ’Fl
g » i1- ;
The
gentle
breeze
wafted
to
the
ears
ofT^puld
like
to
see
him
subject
his
visage
though the odor of the place was quite
of^HC011!1!
enough to tell him. He was made to Jenkins these few but expressive words, j to the manipulation of a white barber,
kneel at the fatal corner, aud bow his j “Drunk as a
] Ho would find himself iu as dangerous
IN NEBRASKA
head forward, and in a second or two all Now, Jenkins was stronglyaverse to ; a position as Gen. Forrest.
having
that
servant
entertain
any
It
is
said
that
Gen.
Forrest
went
into
was over. Just beyond this unpleasant
NOW FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Broadway to be
spot at the end of the court-yard,is u opinion respectinghis condition,and to a barber-shop
long black shed, looking something like convince her that he had not reached shaved. The colored gentleman who TEN YEARS CREDIT. INTEREST ONLY 6 PER CENT.
a boat-house, only it is mounted up that state of intoxication supposed to officiated was voluble. .Forrest was in
hi;nh fou “the pioxef.e,’’
higher, and is reached by two flights of bo peculiarto fools, he jumped wp, and ; a good humor and disposed to be talka- A handsome Illustratedpuper, cnntalnintf the
steps. At first I thought it was a kind walked steadily up the steps. His ap- tive. At last it came out that the gentle- llpmaTKADLa \v. A NEW NUMBER Just imMished.
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ELIZABETH

A.

FOLEY,

« Webster Street, Charlestown,Mass.
May

S,

IfTl,

A

PERFECT CURE.

CHABLtarowir.June 11, 1M1.
STRviire -.—Dear Sir -Title t; to certify
that VEoTtTINB made a perfect euro of me when
my attendingphysicianhad pronounced tny case
consumption,and said I oonld jot_ survive many

Mr H

R.

d,^h0f4ctlit»ted,bySMre.ILedetou
arepereonaiiy
me, aud. they are troe.^ ^ HATN8g

known by

Yegetine Is Sold by all Druggists.

SuccessfulTreatment of
Hydrophobia.
Hyi>*ophorja waB jieyer so prevalent
All Sort*.

as

tkisjyjpr. ^ ^
he cannot

A Pn^HLlULlirut

lin(‘.lhit hott'WUh
veu dollars in cash.

The new

directoryof New York city
containh 100,785 names, being an increase of 0,757 over last year.

to grow fleshy, a pint
of milk tAkeu before retiring ivt nigiil
If one wishes

will soon cover the scrawniest bones.

A Bbooklyn girl has just rejected a
suitor because his arm wasn't long
enough to go round her.
A rope 10,000 fathoms long, recently
made at Hliadwell - England, is believed to be i the longest rope in the

*<41

)l\
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Case of

THIRTY YKAltS’fCXPKKlKNCKOFAN
OLD NUKHK.

tssDimtori.

MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING BYRCP 18 THI
PRK8CIPTIONO? one of the belt Pomele Phyii.
olftni aud Nunei in the United Btitei, and hai
New Bedford, Pa., to the New York been naed tor
wHh never fa; Una
AGRICULTURALIMPLEMENTS.
Tribune :
lafety and luccen by nillloniof mother! and CHICAGO 8CRAP$R A DlfCOTR td/fc LaSalle.
The sad account of the death of Fran- children, from the foeble infant of one week old to
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
cis Butler, the famous dog-trainer and theartnlt.It correct! acidity of the etomach, re- Db. HIATT A Lb ROY, 126 South Clark.
lieves
wind
oollo, re«ulatee the boweli, aud give*
fancier, from hydrophobia, ns pubAWNINGS, TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
reit, health an i comfortto mother aud child. Wo
lished in a late issue of the Tribute, believe It to bo the Beit and Snreit Remedy in the QlLDhRT,HUB HARD A CO., 2)6 to 230 Soutk Water.
has caused me to revive a similar case World In all caiei of DYBKNTF.KY and DIARBAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.
which occurred at Flint, Mich., Jan. RHP A IN CHILBKRN, whether tt ariiee from
DR. PRICE’S,Steela A Price Mfri.,201 A203 g.Water,
19, 1872.
Teething or from any other came. Full direction!
Chicago, 204 N. 2d, St. Louie, 244 Main, Cincinnati.
Mr. Burt True, of said place, was r ming will accompany each bottle. None GannBOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS,
bitten by a rabid dog some time in ue unlen the fac-almileof CUBTI8 A PRBKINB la JANBFN, McCLUHO A CG.,117 to 119 State.
the outtlde wrapper.
W. li. KEEN, COOKS A CO., 113 to 116 State.
May, the previous year. The animal SOLI) BY >Mi MRD1CINR DRALRR8.
left the imprint of several teeth in the
BOOTS AND SHOES -WHOLESALE.
center of his right hand. Being some CHILDUUN OPTUN LOOM. FALK AND DOQBF.it, Bassett a hills, $9 1<> :u Lake.
C. M HKNPKHHoNit CO., 220 to 222 Madison.
NICK.
distance from surgical aid, the wound
(ihkknsfei.dkh. Rosenthal a ro., 34 Lake.
from
no
other
canee
than
having
wonai
In
the
(J. S. BICHAUD80S A CO., un tv U» Franklin.
was not cauterized with nitrate of silver
etomach.
until twelve hours thefcafter. It healed
CHILDREN'S CARRIAGES,ROCKING HORSES.
BROWN'S VRRMIPUGRCOMFITS
SLEIGHS. Etc.
kindly, aud was not ih tflio least irritawill deetroy Wormi without Injury to the child,
ble up to the date above given. Then being perfectly WHITR, and free from all color- JAMES B. THOMAS, Manufacturer,JUN. Peoria.

Dr. Silas Stevenson writes from

Garibaldi is so ill that
write or feed himself.
sixty- be

a

\:

thirty

•

MINERAL ROCK SPRING

CURKS

Dropsy,

Gravel,

Diabetes,

Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Jaundice,
Bright’s Disease,
-

and all dlseasac of the liver and kidneys. Thie
edy
water la now known and aold aa a leraed
_ for the
above dlseasei. in all part* of the world. It la
truly wonderfulwhat effect tt has UMiaake human
system. It Is uow being shipp'd at 61# ftliraiug
BO

4<nilJokL

Barrel, 40gal., $12; hairdo,$7;
cents per gat., package extra

abottlea (n

1

1.),

$2.60

per dos. Money must accompany tho order, except to our regular BUthoitiudhgent. Inquire of
rour drugglet fir Waukesha Mineral Rock Spring
Water. Addreae C. C. Omn A to., Waukesha,
WIs., for orders for the water of for circulars.

WackJUIIA, WIs., June 9th. 1874.
Wjpll-markedsymptoms of hydrophobia ing or other lujoriomingredient! uiually U!*d In
CHINA. GLASS AND QOEINSWARE.
C. O. Ot.tx ft Otf., Proprietors Mineral Rock Spring:
A Yankee wanted the Bridge of Sighs developed ithemsclvci;such a< aonvfll- worm preparation!.
IRA P. BOWEN, 2t4 to 2f’4 Wabaeh-av.
I have been drinkingtho wates from your spring
since the middle of March la.t for a kidney diffiCURTIS A BROWN, Proprietor!.
pointed out to him, and then offered to sfouS, frothing at the mouth, " barking
DRUGGISTS-WHOLESALE.
culty
that 1 have had since 1 was a>x years old (I
No. til G Pulton Street,Now York.
bet America had several bridges twice like a dog,” exertions to bite everyam now twenty ), and I must say that tt has had a
R. BURNHAM A 90N.t>2audM Lake.
tUil
by
Druggists
and
Oktmrts,
and
lUaUn
tn
W'liidurfuleffect upon me. I have been a great
the size.
lit TW VHTV-VIVlOlHT! A RO*
thing, dread of water, etc. Soon after
ENGRAVER. SEALS. PRESSES. BURNING-BRANDS. sufferertp the regMi of the kidneys for years. It
lu*
been with tbe greatest difficultythat I could
S$AP
STAMPS.
STEEL
AND
BRASS
STAMPS.
The faculty of Yale College an- the at ack Dr. Axford wafi summoned,
urinate, and tti effectshave Ven
v such upon my
HOUSEHOLD
Why
win You Surra. I L. BOCHK, 171 K. Randolph.
and
soon
discovered
the
terrible
nature
general
health that I have not been able to labor
nounces that hereafter no musical inbut
a part of the time for years; but itnce I began
ENGRAVERS.
To all pereone lulterleg
struments will bo allowed in the college of the disease. The course of treatment
to drink Mineral Rock Spring Water my health hai
PANACEA
8. D. CHILDS, JR., A CO., 115 Franklin.
teadlly Improved,anu I can now do a good day's
as hero detailedwas [pursued, with a
buildings.
from Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
wyrk without fatigue,ami 1 consider myself well
ENGRAVERS' STINCILS AND STOCK.
happy result
AND
OR
th# road to health atul happlaesa. I would
Cramp! In the limbi or atomTwo young millionaires have recently
C. U. HANSON, mpiih Clark.
rfconMnomH the water ffnm ypuf spring to all
One grain of morphia sulphas wa< infhifcrTbat Have keen kfllitttdwUllthe kidney dlf
FAMILY ach, Bilious Colic,Pain in the
come to an unhappy end in New*York, jected under the skin every four hours,
FURNITURE.
Acuity, as a sovereignremedy fir that obstinate
which goes to show the danger of being and half a dram of powdered castor was
disease, as tt has dune for mo what medlctuecould
A. L. HAL1 A BRO., 10. 12, 14 and 16 Canal.
back, boweli or side, we would
:

LINIMENT.

a millionaire.

Ex-Senator Ross is about to leave
the Kansas Spirit newspaper. Mr.
Rous

lias

been diversifyingh

s career of

late by type-stickingand other varieties
of toil.

The Cremation

Society of Zurich,
which numbers 000 members, has met
with such support that it intends offering a prize for the best method of cremation.

The Jews in Palestine are in need
of immediate relief, the famine having reduced them to absolute dependence upon outside aid for the means of
existence.

The farmers of the United States annually expend $20,000,000 in reaping
and mowing machines. The annual
productionis now estimated at about
125.000 machines.

given per orem, mixed with sirup. The
GUNS, CUTLERY. FISHING TACKLE.
say Thk Honsinor.t) Pakagia
effect was the alternations of convulAduress ’• Ul’RNCF.U,"3A5 Wabash-av, Kst. 1867.
and Family Lininkxt la of all
sions aud repose, when two duys thereHARDWARE AND CUTLERY- WHOLESALE.
otkera the remedy you want
OKU A Bit BA KEY, 33 1<> 40 Lake.
after, Stindity morning, 'thf pptient was
PANACEA for internal and externalnee. SF.UHF.lt
EDWIN HUNT A SONS, to and CO Lake.
wrapped in a woolen blanket, Baturnted
It hae cured the above comand
HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.
with a warm solution of muriate of ammonia. Except the occasional inhalaFAMILY plaint! In tbomaudi of caeea. K1MBAKK BROS. A CO., W to 64 Michigau-ftV.
There lino mletakeabout It.
tion of small quantitiesof chloroform,
GLASS SHOW-CARD PAINTER.
LINIMENT. Try It Sold by all Drugglite, J. J. G. BURGHOFFER.UK).201 and 203 E. Randolph.
the entire treatment has been given
Vomiting proved troublesome for seveHOTELS.
g 7 t>KAr!I WEEK.
NEVADA HOTEL, Wabash-av.,bet. Madison and
ral days, but on Monday the patient
Monroe Central, convenient. $2.00 per day.
became comparatively quiet, aud graduWABASH HOUBK, $2.00 per day. First-class In
every particular.Wabash-av., cor. Cougreii.
ally convalescent from that time. Dr. (JShff PER DAY Commlinon or $30 a week
Salary, and expenK-a. Wo offer It and will
Axford had treated a similar case with pay It. Apply now. U. Webber At Go. Marion, O
IMPERIAL AXLE GREASE.
GKO. B. SWIFT A CO., Mfrs., 142 to 14C Fulton.
the same result some time previous.
GENTS WANTKD-Men or Women. •34 a
During the convulsionsthe patient . week or 8100 forfeited. The aernt free.
free. Write
LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD MANUFACTURERS.
at once to COWEN A CO., Hth St., New York.
would seize the pillows with his teeth,
E. W. HLAICHFORD A CO., 70 North pilutou.
shake aud tear them like an angry dog,
The Alliance con- LINSEED OIL AND OIL CAKE MANUFACTURERS.
tains lila editorial!
aud the strength of five men was reandBcruione week- E. W. BLAT0HFO3D A C©., 7® North CTItnton.
quired to hold him.
ly.ifla year. Sc. atamp for sample. /HMance, Chicago.
ly.
LOCKSMITHS' AND BELL-HANGERS'MATERIALS.

not

HOUSEHOLD

reach.

Rsspeotfully yours.

HARVEY CLARK.
This ts to certify that I am the father of Harvey
Clai k, the atato) uamod, and 1 am knowing to thw
sufferingthat he has and«rg#ho iturlngalmnit all
his Ufa with MR' kidney difficulty,and I fully corroborate all of the above itfrcinentl that tie nki
made, believing and knowing them to be true.

LUCIAN CLARK.
Lixsixo,Mich
iek., April 6th,
6th, 1874.
C. O.Olin A CQ.-Dtar Sirs; nKpfcraifW
asure
teranf
to add testimonyto the valnfl or
0 the waters
ot yokr
Mineral Rock Spring. My wife hss been afflicted
f>r the naet ala years wlthjllsrase of the kidneys.
Through (he recommendation of a friend she was
Induced to cone to Waukesha to drink of Its healing waters. Wo tried the Mineral Rock Spring
Water. Mrs. Van Loon has been greatly benefited,
aud is atlll using It, feelinv that tn time tt will
make a permanent cure. THOS. 1. VAN LOON.
1

CENTS

50

FOR THI

PROF.SWiNG.I

DVERTIBKRSt Bend itt cents to GEO. P. ROW* J. P. WOLLENSAK,229 LaSalle.
. KLL A CO., 41 Park Row, New York, for their
LUMBER.
mphlet o/’lOO pages, containing liiti of 3000 newspapers and eitimatcs showing cost of advertising. THE PESHTIGO CO -Green Bay Lumber. North
Pier. W. E. Strong, Pres, G.C. Hempstead, Sec.

h

Third Term.

Gov. Kemper, of Virginia,has pubJosh Clark, a veteran engineer on
lished a long letter in reply to the WrantoA-Attenxsfor CM AK1.KN SUMNER,
MILLINERY. FEATHERS AND FLOWERS. ;
the Buffalo division of the Erie railroad,
TV by Gen. N. P. Banks, Risnor Gimiekt Haven
charge that he had entered into an ar- and Wm. M. Cornell, LL D., with eulogies of Carl DALY, LOEB A (HI., 144 Wabash-6v.
last week ran his engine 1,755 miles,
rangement during his recent visit xo Schura, Geo. W. Curtis aud others. F.xe usive terMARBLE *ND SLATE MANTELS.
ritory. No competition.J. H. Earle, Pub'r, Boston.
putting in sixteen and a half days’ time
Washington to support President Grant,
THE OOWEN MARBLE CO., 11 North Clark.
in a single week, and drew therefor $6(5
F. W. SMITH A cO., Dealers tu Rough and Finfor a third term. The letter contains*,
THIS PRINTING
ished Marble, 49 E. Van Buren.
pay. This is said to be the biggest enthe following sentence : “If the future
arpor’s Building, New York. For sale by Chlcagineering feat on the Erie record.
MUSIC,
SHEET ANO BOOK, AND DEALEQS IN
f> Newspaper Union, 114 Vonroe-st, In 10-lb and
should bring forward a candidate repre-

WEEKLY WISCONSIN
FOR FOUR MONTHS.

THE BEST FAMILY

PAPER.

INlrr^rcS’

a full assortmentof Job Inks.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
GEO. F. ROOT A SONS, 109 State.
"Ladies’ Friend" cnntAins7 articles
needed by every lady— Patent NeadlePIANOS AND ORGANS.
Threader, Scissors,Tblmble.Ac.-guaranteed worth $1.60. Sample Box l*v mall, W. W. KIMBALL, *05 to 20J State.
fiOcents. Agents wanted. PLUMB A CO.,
PUMPS. WOOD AND PORCELAIN CYLINDER PIPE. Etc.
106 8. 8th Street,Philadelphia, Pa.
J. F. TEMPLE A SONS, Mnfrs., cor. Polk aud Canal

y-ib
lb t
packages. Also

The Emperor of China has ordered senting the third-term principle ; if he
a collection to be made of Chinese should cut loose from old party trampoetry from the earliest times down- mels, and take his stand on our safe and
ward. This collection will be published conservativeground of universalreconin 200 volumes. It is also stated that ciliation and peace under the Constituthe Emperor has in his possessiona tion, and if so standing he should be
library numbering over 4,000,000vol- opposed by any champion of the civil
umes.
rights iniquity, then in the contest between the two, the conservative party
In the Bernese Jura the manufacture
ought
to go decidedly,but as an orof watches is continuallyincreasing.
ganized
party and not otherwise, for
Twelve thousand three hundred perthe third termer ; yet with a protest on
sons find employment through this industry. The yearly productionis their lips against the third-termprinci1.200.000watches, of the value of 20.25 ple, and in spite of that principle.”
The Governor recites the circumstances
francs, representingabout 30,000,000
of his call upon President Grant, in
francs.
Washington,shortly after his inauguraThe Admiralty Journal is authority tion, and says : “ The visit was one of
for the statement that a radical reform courtesy,made in response to an invitais about to be introduced into the fion from the President that the GovBritish navy. The ponderous iron-clads, ernor should call aud make his acconstructedat immense cost, are re- quaintance.”
garded as useless in comparison with
the Yankee monitor, and the latter is to
Directions for Restoring Persons
have a trial.
Apparently Drowned.— Convey the
Well, all the wickedness and political body to the nearest house, with head
corruption of the world isn't focused raised. Strip aud rub dry. Wrap in
hereabouts ; for now it turns up that no blankets. Inflate the lungs by closing
less than thirteen members of the pres- the nostrils with thumb and finger, and
ent British House of Commons have blowing into the mouth forcibly, and
been put out, ne.k aud heels, for brib- then pressingwith hand on the chest.
ery, corruption,intimidation and such Again blow in the mouth and press on
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ATTEND THE
I

O

WA

A

#

COLLEGE,

ral\l!^

hca ilifiil IimhI writing. Address, for particulars,
WORTHINGTON A WARD, Del Moines, Iowa.

FOUR-TON HAY SCALES, $ OO.OO.
T'roiglx.t 3Pa1c1
I

Ta any R. R. Station east of Nebraska. Always sold
on trial. Have the sensu to send for our freo PriceList, then Judge. THE JONHS SCALE WORKS,
Binghamton, N. Y.

CO., 73 Dearborn,

Pocket Photocccpe.

eutttled

HERO CARTHEW.

i

m

SHOT.

CHICAGO SHOT TOWER
SAMUEL

CO., 70 North Clinton.

SHOW-CASE MANUFACTURERS.
B. MARTIN, 67 State.

WEEKLY WISCONSIN,
A large fbrty-«l|ht column paper, for four months,

containing this charming novel compute, together with a large amount of other Interesting
reading matter, Includingall the NEWS OF THK
DAY, Short Stories, Poetry, Ac. Address

CBAMER, A1KENS

SOAP MANUFACTURERS.
KIRK A CO.'S STANDARD SOAPS, sold by
io

‘'A.i

N.

Water.

<» KM I, ACH, son of Dr. Med. Gerlach,
formerly of Raltlmor--,or hta heirs, art requested to rommuiiicatnwith his sister, care of Kurd.
Mnasberg,36 Knima St . Chicago, III.

\

1ABL

SB

sS||iy

$5^20

JV

liSsis

COLLEGE

buM!))

i iThe

ter of au inch in thickness

and

full of

lime. Crops stimulated by such forces
of fecundity grow and mature with ex-

ant, as well as the beet possible safeguard agatust

epidemic diseases.

Reanimating the

with a favorable season, of an extraordinarycotton crop,— Trade Journal.

"ogTsfellSssa
c’53«

Dfplmnft Awarded by the American Institute each
year, A. W. Thomas,
Patentee and Manufacturer, for

eB5EJ

=

a

>•
25
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THE NEW IMPROVED

eS

REMINGTON

Medical Wonders.Should be read by
all. Sent free for 2 sumps. Address
DR. BONAPARTE, Cincinnati, O.

of

Sewing Machine. BOOK

InlerrstlHp Illmu
work ol 2(i» pages, containing Valuable luroriuntlon for
tnrttil

AWARDED

THE “MEDAL FOR

PROGRESS,”

AT VIENNA, 1M73*
Tin Hi op kit Oanxa or "MxD*I.’, Awaidid at

tux Kxpomiox.

No Sewing Machine Received

a

Highey

Prize.
A

Ihoso who arc married or contemplatemarriage.
Price fin cl*, by mall. Address Dr. Butts’ Dispensary. 12 North LlgiiUi btr^et- bt. Louis, Mo.

DR.

WHITTIER,

Longestengagfld.anifmolt surcpsuftil phystnan ol
thu age. Consultationor pamphletfree. Cal) or
write. Just publishedfor young men who suffer
from Nervousness. Debility,Ac., pamphlet. SO
pagea.

FEW UOOD KEANONfli

^

stamps

;

a

book, 2G0 pages, llU(f/r*t«d,60c.

1.— A Sm Invention, T* or op duty Trim aid
securedby Letters Patent.
love aud affectionsof any person they choose, InSI.— Makes a perfect htfen stitch, alike on both stantly. This simple mental acquirement all car
poeeeM,
free by mall, for 96c., togetherwith «
sidee.on all kinds of good!.
Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreami, Hints
3.-Runs Light, Smooth, Noiixlxisand Rapid to Ladled/ A qtiee" book. 100,000 sold. Addreaa
-lest combinution of qualltlea.
4.— Durable— Jiiin* for

Jean

T.

-Will do all varietiesof |For* and i’upcy Stitching tn a superior manner.
5.

O.-Ie Dust

Easily

Managed by the

operator.

the Lightest,

injury to thread.
is

WILLIAM

A CO.. Pubs., Philadelphia.

without Repairs.

CHARGE

STANDARD LOTTA BUSTLE.

ifcair.—When the hair

traordinaryrapidity, aud only vigorous coaaea to draw from the ecalp the aatural lubrienergy in repressing weeds and grass cant which le its sustenance, Its vitalityla, aa It
is required through the first few weeks were, auiponded,and, If not promptly attendedto,
of summer to assure the production, baldnesa will be the certain remit. The one sure

h£REMJNGT0N WorKs

Leugthof stitch may be altered while runutug, and
machine can be threaded without passingthread
MORPHINE HABIT speed l y through holes,
cured by Dr. Heck's only ' 7.— Ddslgn Simple, Ingenious, Elegant, forming
known 4 sure Remedy. the stitch tnt/iouf the t^se of Cog-Wheel Gears,
Rotary Camp or LovefAAia. Hha the AHtoimif ic
for treatment until cured. Call on or addreaa Drop-Feed, which irtfurfi triform lefiglhif Hitch at
DR. J. C. BECK, Cincinnati, O.
any speed. Has our new T’Arfad-Omfrdfcr, which
allows easy movementof needle-bar and prtvehh

OPIUM NO

Si

*

Mm,

,

CRAMER,

Iff" Rack numbers eupplted.
/

A. Lagorgren.

ft

Proprietors, Milwaukte,Wl>.

Has great Magnifying power, used for detecting
WIRE CLOTH AND WiRE GOODS.
Counterfeit Money, Sir tidy in CMh, foreign substances tn the Eye, tn Wounds, etc , and to exam- CLINTON V IRK CLOTH CO.. 175 Randolph.
ine Insects, Plowera and Plants, to detect flaws
tu Metals, oneness of wood-grain; to decipher
per day at honi*». Terms free. Address
writing otherwiseIllegible,and for tho Inspection
Geo. Stinson k Co., Portland, Maine.
of grain, minerals, etc. Useful for everybody.
Double Convex Lens, 11-2 Inches In diameter.
Mounted in leather, and carried in the vest
pocket. Price GO cents, two for $1, free by mall.
Audita Wanted. IllustratedCirculars and
Madison, Wi».
terms free. Address M. L. BYHN, P. O. Box 4.W.9, Ellsworth'iBlock,
!
New York. Office, No. 49 Nassau-st. State where
Young and middle aged gentlemen and ladlea
you saw this.
desiringto obintn a thoroughand practical business educationand an eleganthandwriting are
cordially invitee to examine the suycrlor lauiiitiea
sffnrde'iby this college.For cmuUrs containing
full informationcall upon or address the prinWORTHINGTONA VILIIOT.

The Grand Revolution in Mxpical TbiatArkansas planters across the Missis- menc which was commenced In 1860, le atlll in
sippi west of Memphis, say that this progress.Nothing can stop It, for it Is founded on
last flood depositedover the cotton- the principle,now universally acknowledged,that
fields the richest, thickest layer of al- phyelcal vigor la the most formidable antagonist
luvium ever before brought down from of all humau ailments, and experiencehae shown
the Western mountains. It is a quar- that PlantationBittxbi Is a peerless invlgor-

will re-

.

WHITE LEAD, ZINC AND COLORS MANUFACTURERS.
CHICAGO WHITE LEA [I A OIL On., O: ecu 4 Fullou.

Impossible.

I

mu

FIFTY CENTS

ceive the

Ayer’s Hair Vigor, cipalf,

.

we shall begin the publicationof tho
highly in'ereeting serial story,

Parties sending us

SEWING MACHINE COMPANIES.
AMERICAN 9. M. TO 242 Wabash-av.
" DOMESTIC" 8 M CO.,74 S'ale. Agents wanted.
OHOVKK A BAKER ». M. CO.. IV. Male.
HOME 8. M. CO.. Johnson,Clark A Co., 167 State.
VICTOR 8. M. CO., 391 West Madison.

STEAMSHIP LINES.
WHITE STAR MAIL LINK, 97 Cla k,

the chest, aud so on for ten minutes, or
Three Presbyterian bodies, the until he breathes. Keep the body
United Presbyterian Assembly, the warm, extremitiesalso. Continue rubbing— do not give up so loug as there
General Synod of the Reformed Presis any chance of success.
byterians,and the Synod of Reformed
FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
Presbyterians, have recently declared
that members of their respective June Earthquakes.— Tho month of
churches must not become Patrons of June is noted for terrible earthquakes.
To its Natural VitalitjyindColor.
Husbandry, this action arising from On June 7, 1G92, 3,000 persons were
destroyed by anearthquakeinJamaica ;
their hostility to all secret societies .
on the same day of the same mouth in
Advancing years
Among the choicest ingredients of 1755, 40,000 persons perished in Persia
cickness, care, disapmelodrama is a gambling scene in by an earthquake ; again, on June 7,
pointmentand hereditary predisposition,
which a human life is the stake. Such 1773, Santiago with its inhabitantswas
all turn the hair gray,
and
either of them Inau incident actually occurred three swallowed up. Several other instances
cline it to shed premamonths ngo in Algeria. A French sol- of bad June earthquakes might be menturely.
Ayjch'b HAU Vioob,
dier, being incensed against one of his
tioned, one even so late ns June 10,
by long and extensive
officers, played at cards for his Captain’s
uso,
hss proven that
1867, in Java, when 400 persons were
It stops the falling ol
life, anu, having lost, took a gun, stole
destroyed.
the hair immediately;
to the cafe where the officer was, aud
o*ten renewe tho
growth, aud alwuye
fired, but as another officer, just enter•unrcly restnrei Its
The Secret of Capttvation.-Features
of
color, when faded or
ing, struck up the weapon as it went
gray. It stimulates tho
off, the intended victim escaped. The Greciau mold, a well-turnedneck, and beautifully
nutritive organs to
rounded arme.arenodoubt very nice thluga to healthy activity,and preservesboth the hair and
soldier was shot.
its beauty. Thus brashy, weak or siekly hair behave, and ladles who postesa these charms have comes glossy, pliable and strengthened;lost hair
“ While in Jerusalem,” writes a lady
reason to be thankful to Mother Nature; yet, after regrows with lively expression; falling hair la
traveler,“we paid our respects to the all, the most captivatingof all womanly charms chocked and stablishcd; thin hair thickens and
faded or gray hair resume their originalcolor. It«
Princess de la Tour d’ Auvergne, who Is a pure, fresh and brilliant complexion. This operation is sure and harm. css. It cures andruff,
heals all humors,and keeps the scalp cool, clean
resides there, and who has purchased superlativefaacinatlon any lady may secure by and
soft-underwhich conditious, diseases of the
scalp are
the Mount of Olives for the Catholics using Haoan’i Maonolia Balm.
As a dresMng for Udtcs’ hair, tho Vioou tl
for $100,000,ceding it to the French
Ye Old Mexican Mustang Liniment has praisedfbr its grateful and agreeableperfume,
Government.For seven centuries it produced more curea of rheumatism, neuralgia, and valued for tho aoft luster aud rickucss of tone
It imparts.
was lost to the Catholics,ever since the sprains, acalds, burns, salt rheum, sore nipples,
PBZPABED BY
Crusaders were driven out of Jerusa- swelling,lameness, chapped hands, poisonous
lem. She is now erecting a convent on
/-ii •
bites,ittngs,brclsea, Ac., Ac., on men, women and Dr. J. C. AYEE & CO. Lowell,
the vet* spot where Christ prayed.
lpral„',,
prayer is inscribed
thirfy-twolan- Inflammation, Ac., lu beasts, than all other liniPracticaland Analytical Chcmista.
guages around the inclosuro of the ments put together.It wlU do what it promised
or ye money refunded.
court-yard.”
Sold by aU Druggists and Dialersin Utdicine.
like irregularities.

GOODMAN A

JA9. 8.
WholesaleTrade everywhere,37>

BYRN'S

8

REAL ESTATE.
JA8. B.

XiSi

On July

8.— Coxstructiox most 'Carefuland nxiSHXD. It
manufacturedby the most skillful and experienced

mecLr nice, at the celebrated Heinlngtou Armory, IHoia, N; Y. New York Offloc, No.O 31 ml -

WHITTIER,

DR.

No. 617 St. ChirlisStreet. St. Lonli, Vo.!
eoDtlsaei to treat all cum of obtiaslsito marriaceblood
fti«W#S, srery allSMOt or tl«koei« which reiulu fron
Indlieretlonor Inprudcocc. with unparalleled iuomm
Dr. W.’a eatabliibmroti* chartered by tb. State cTkl!.
.esrl, was traded t0d ha. been wstabUsheAto esavi
safe, certain and reliablerelief. Belnt n sradnnt*0
•ever.1 mcdlcaj collceei.and haeln. ihe oxaisEico If .

ESSsr
italoe tbs cream
ysmluof Dr. W,

I

swn Square (Kurtz’sBuilding). HltAM H
OFFICES 5485 HtateHt., Chicago, Ill.| »70

Strongest and most
comfortable Bnstle- Superior 51., Cleveland, 0.| 181 Fourth
The Standard Lotiamethod of avoiding such au unpleasant catastrophe
ttaateaube worn. Sires 8t„ Cincinnati, O. | 400 Main 8t., Buffalo,
—
--Jto suit every etyle of N.Y.| d‘d‘4 Washington 8t. f Boston, idas*.;
‘a to nse Lyon’s Katuaibox, which, when well
dress. WholesaleDepots:
rubbed into tho ecalp, will speedily reanimatethe
91 WHITE STREl!.,I\
YORK. 810 Chestnnt 8t„ Philadelphia,Fa.| 1U
601 RACE bTUEET, PHILADELPHIA. Sixth St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
hair and prevent It from faUingout.
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MILLINARY AND FANCY

sulting from tlds violation of equity.

Holland City Newt:

the

GOODS,

When

Woman-Suffrage.

Don

indefatigable

who

Con.

SILKS!

In additionto our Department of

MILLINERY AND

our Stock, a NEW and
COMPLETE Line of

Beauon added

administration of affairs where she is most

AT

largely interested, her nearest neighbor

thin

1

AT

MILLINERY AND TRIMMINGS,
OF THE LATEST STYLES.

guard

and

laces
a

one will

lie

he has no interest at all, am! cast the de-

So

needed to

much

for popular government when

Our maxim

women

right and title of

good, then

to

it is

gw

life,

good

for all

concerned. *

emeu,

lations, is

question

KID GLOVES.

our time and country. The
mind for

fitness of her

and

civil

All First Class Goods. At the
Lowest Cash Prices.

political life,

ognized, having

all

departments of

editors and post-

masters all over the land. Her patriotism,

Hardware

Store

Permanently Cures

!

willing contributor to the comfort of the

HOLLAND, MICH.

soldier,

and

was the most

a soldier she

115-ljr

Boots sad

But the expansion of

mm

Shoes,

mui!,

&

OF TUE

At the Store of

is, to

“

woman’s sphere”

the great afipy of dressparadc-gallants,

ominous sign on the horizon of

a rather

Existing in Men,

E. VAN DER VEEN, «rNO

LARGE
STOCK
- G-ENEIR/AIj

& SON. Variety and Jewelry

.Judiciously and carefully selected for
the season, and comprising the most complete assortment of Boots and Shoes ever
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.

Store!

and the anxious inquiry is: what will be-

Have on hand a constantlyreplenished, care- come of that beautiful prestige and sacred
selectedand ever fresh stock of
halo, so eminently becoming woman and

fully

indispensibleto the knight-errantryof

Silver Plated Ware,

former centuries?—(See
Clocks,

Ladies,
Gents,

Our reply

Watches,
Jewelry,

Youths,
Misses and
Chidren’s

Wear,

Table and Pocket Cutlery,

at

SILVER

SETS,

abort notice.

to

we say?— but doit faithfully, and hon
their

memory.

This

ories, but logical

And now

Holland.

is not an age for tH»-

conclusions.

the great

j

boon that the peopJfe

FANCY

TOYS,

called

upon

confer upon woman,

to

vis.,

the ritht of franchise, will prove to be not

AND

exclusively to

WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,

Stationary and School Books.
Paper,
Envelopes,
Writing Books,
Pens,

F.

Pencils,
Diaries, Etc., Etc.
Also a full line of

Confectionary and Toys.
49-3s
A. CLOETINGH.

tf

Farmers’ Implements,

*

—

not im-

is

and becomes a question of utilitarianism.

Steketee,

The

of attemptingto

folly

E. J.

T.

In the

solve some of

And many other thing*

too numerous to men-

tion.

SONS.

This Firm have brought to this City one of th
largest and best selected stock "for the

Sfriog

and Slier

Me,

unable to wrestle with the leading questions of the day.

—

The root

at all

or

Goods of the Best Quality and

of that idea

grows

times, at

Retail

Choice Emeries, Crockery

d

Glmre,

Onr Department of Family Supplies,Flour, Feed,
Graham, etc., will receive the same attention as heretofore. No charge for

produce.
Holland, Mich.. April 10. 1874. 47 3*-ly

their

BEKSOM WADSWORTH.

at

the Lowest

PRICES.

Mich.,. Jan. 1st, 1874.

KOFFEK8.

G.

Brain lies
No. 30

PORTS

Itfl

OP

and Champagnes,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON & CO.,
Or RHEIM8, COGNAC and LONDON.
finest

cause the most natural,that ever the world

TEA. AGENTS WANTED

saw.

GRINGHUIS.

TEA AGENTS wanted in town and country to
TEA. or get tip club orders, for the largest
Tea company In America. Importers'prices nmU
not want to vote, and therefor would not. inducementsto Agents. Semi for circular.Address ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vesey St., N.Y. P.
Poor, young man, so lightly baffled;lie is 0. Box 1287.
The Chrietian Union, Henry Ward Beecher, Edsurely marked out for blooming celibacy.
itor, of Oct. 25th last, says: • parties wishtngtngct
As a matter of course we give due weight up clubs, and nil who can get order* for TEA,
day that

a

woman

all questions fairly

to us tiie

other

had told him she did

and candidly.

It is necessary however, for

speaking on

this

sell

should w rite him for a circular."
The New York Weekly Tribune, of Sept. 3d, savs;
•‘All ‘Granges' should write Robt. Wells for circular."

a person

"Robt Wells
reliable.

The Scythe,of Sept, 20, says:
thoroughly

Is

ILVl.Ci

subject from a political

standpoint, to ignore for the time being

The following piece of poetry
personaland family prejudices, the dif- sent in by Pat Quigley.— CMrm/t* juiid.
ficulty from family or personal peculiariTo My Lost Love.
ties to the contrary notwithstanding. For
I knew not till the Hour of Purtfue came
instance, an individual may be so constiHow deeply I loved thee my Anna Jane
Unblcetwith a Home with thee to share
tuted, that in every instance during the
My Heart is rent w ith Black despair
experienceof his life, close proximity to

is

all

AND SUMMER STOCK
At

DUURSEMA &

CO.

women

has had a degeneratingeffect on

him, and at the bare mention of a

Immense Supplies of

name

Goods,
Goods,

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

Groceries,
Glassware,

«

Flour,

-

Our Assortment of Goods is complete and selected with a
view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

WE SELL CHEAE.

Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready
market and the highest prices. J. DUURSEMA & CO.

-

woman’s

but elevating, and that this or something
similar, has been the unfortunate

experience

of all his family or associates.

And when

he should write that up as a page of universal

Provisions,

Feed
- and Grains.

RIVER STREET,

Cha. J. C. Kline & Co.,
BOWERY, NEW YORK, Post-OfficeBox

4,

58f..

Mortgage Sale.

- HOLLAND, MIOH-

human

and better part of mankind, then

we

ob-

ject to entertaining any argument from
a source.

The

For bestowingon me thy youthfull Love
The greatest gift from Ood above
The gift which above all others I Prize
Too Holy and Pure for Mortal Eyes.
Is It with sighs and tears I now must learn
That 1 have lost thy Love for which I yearn
Amidst strange scenes beneath distant skies
Must I vacantly Gaze on thy Love lit Eyes.

history,and offer hit lament-

able situation as a rule for the more noble

such

Oh why did cruel fate so soon destroy
The Happinessin store for you ami 1
Was It to Imbue mo with a deeper sense
Of what I owe thee In recompense

land, Ottawa County,Stale of Michigan, "to Henry
D. Post, of the same place, on the twenty-sixth
(2tith) day of September, In the year of our Lord
one thousandeight hundred and seventy-one (A. D.
1871,) which w as recorded In the Officeof Iha Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa in the
State of Michigan,on the twenty-seventh(27th)
day of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-one(A. D.
1871.1 at 2 o’clock P. M., on page 2W, "of LI her ‘W"
of Mortgages.In said office, which said mortgage
wa* dnlv assignedby Henry 1). Post, of the City ol
Holland,Ottawa County, State of Michigan" to
Jan Trimpeof the same place by a certain deed of
assignment, executed ami dated on the thirty-first
(31st) day of March. In the year of our Lora one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, (A. D.
1873.) which said deed of assignmentwas recorded
in the Office of the Register of Deeds of the County of Otlawn.in the Slate of Michigan, on the
fifteenth(15th)day of April. In the year of our Lord
one thousandeight hundred anil seventy-three
(A. I). 1873.) at 8 o'clock A. M., on page Hi of
Liber ‘‘S’’ of Mortgages,in said office, by which
default the power of sale contained in the said
Mortgagehas become operative,ami on which Mortgage there is now claimed to be due the sum of one
thousand one hundred and seventy-sevendollars
and twenty-nine cents, ($1,177.29)of principal and
Interest,together with an Attorney's fee of twenty live dollarsi$?5.iMJ) ns in said Mortgage stipulated
and agreed for foreclosing
ismg said
sa
Mortgage,and the
odd foreclosure and sale, as
also provided in said Mortgage; and no suit or pro;
eroding*, either in law or In equity, having been
commencedfor the foreclosure of said Mortgage, or
the collection of the debt secured thereby, or any
part thereof, Notice is therefore hereby given, that
by virtue of the power of sale In sain Mortgage
contained, 1 shall sell at public auction to the
highest bidder, the lands and premises described
In said Mortgage, an the fifteenth (ISfA) day of Sejttember, in the year of our Lon l one tho<uiand eight
hundred and nerentufbur (A. It. 1874), at tico o'clock
in the afternoon of that day. at the front door of the
Court Rouse, in the City of Grand Haven. Ottawa
County, State of Michigan, that being the plate
w here the Circuit Court for the said County of Ottu
wa is holdcn, which said lauds, and premises are
describedas follows, viz:— “All of that certain
parcel of land which is situated in the City of Holland, County of Ottaw a and State of Michigan, hml
further known and described as Lot numheriHi the
(5) In Block numbered thirty-five(35) In said City,
according to the map thereof, of record. In the
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County
aforesaid,as of tne villageof Holland.
Dated the 11th day of June. A. D. 1S74.
.1 AN TR
M PE. Aioignee of Mortgagee
II. D. Post. Attorney for AengMe.
(it

glaring wrong there

is

in

the pres-

Is it alone, in dreams my Head must rest
SweetlyPillowedoil thy fair Breast
Is It alone In dreams I forever must roam
Unblestw ith thee and a Happy Horae.

Oh Anna dearest should I never
Meet thee on this Earth again
I shall ever fondly Cherish

And

revere thy sacred

Name.

ent state of things must be apparent to eve-

mind. Consider for a moment
the many thousandfrof women in this land
having no male representative; their milry candid

No Power on Barth can ever change me
For my Heart' Eye and Sonl Is thine
Unknowingly thou hast enslavedme
Through Life In Death I must he thine

Earthly tongue can Eve express
The Love I have for thee
I
am
thine I am Thine my Anna Jane
representedwhich clashes with the laws
Through all Eternity.
of the land and among the many evils re- -John JAngwood Otborne, July CfA 1874.

lions of dollars worth of property ail un-

No

.

I

PERSONAL.

he becomes demoralized;or that his

domestic experiences have been anything

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

127

delivery.

soil

!

Of the

Dry

celebrated author, In this admirableEssav,
clearly demonstratesfrom a thirty years' successful
practice, that the alarming consequence*of selfabuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
certain and effectual by means of which every
sufferer,no matter what his condition mav he,
may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.

REMEDY

Benson's Fine Old Golden Grape Cognac Is the
Brandy ever exported from a French vineregulated family, the woman lias a vote yard, and can lie procured only from us. ChatnUjgnOh Sherries and Ports of the finest llavor*. all
upon all questions, and holds frequently from the houses of ('. C. Be: son A Co. Our goods
are sold and delivered In their original packagesas
thecasting vote; and men say: why not they left the vineyard in France, and guaranteed
make her our national partner,and we perfectlypure.
Puck List sent free on application.ll.Vly
shall be the strongestnational family be-

A young man remarked

CASH

the

in

of our domestic relations.In every well

HARRINGTON,

Wholesale

Holland,

Price, in sealed envelope, only six cents.

That has ever been offeredto Hollandand vicinity.
|yThl* Lecture should be In the hands of every
A complete Line of Dry Goods, Including a choice youth and every man in the land.
selection of Dress Goods, Alpaccas, GingSent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any adhams, Trimmings and Notions, Spring and
dress. on receipt of six cents, or two postage
Summer Shawls,Sheeting and Shirtstamps. Also, DR. SILLSBEE'H
FOR
ing. In Gent's Furnishing,GothPILES. Semi for circular.
ing, Hats Ai Caps, w e have a full
Addressthe Publishers,
assortment.

Sole Agents in the United States for the

A-RIRIV .A-L
J.

_

Br.

The

politicalbody stalks throughout the land,

to every serious obstacle, and will meet

SPRING

EiwuitwimiEi!

Sta.

becomes more

apparent while our emaciated cadaverous

Store,

Where may be found

II3-2stf

better half of the nation,

Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

Brick

SITES, Dentist.

DUURSEMA.

Pb. J. B. Dyott, graduate of Jefferson Medical
Oollege, Philadelphia, anthor of several valuable
works, can be consulted on all disease* of the Sexual or UrinaryOrgans, (which he has made an especial study) either In mall or female,no matter
from what cause originating or of how long standing. A practice of 80 years enables him to treat
diseases with success. Cures guaranteed. Charges
reasonable.Those at a distance can forward letter
describing symptoms ami enclosing stamp to prepay postage.
Send for the Guide to Health. Price 10c.
J. B. DYOTT, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon, KM Duane St., N. Y.

nun

Carpenters’ Tools,

I*

To the Public of Holland and vicinity— I would respectfully announce
that I have permanentlylocated in
I I-P this place, for the purpose of practicing my professor of Ikntl*try.All operations
upon the teeth will be carefully performed,and
diseases of the mouth belonging to Dental Practice, will be promptly treated.Mechanical Dentistry, In all the various styles will be executed In
the most workmanlike manner; all operations warranted. My office ia In Mr. Van Lanaegcnd's Brick
Building, 2nd floor, In rooms lately occupied as
Reading Room of the Y. M. G. A.

1874.

OF BOTH SEXES.
Charge for Advice and Consultation.

Streets. poverishingitself, while allowing the rich We arc determined not to be undersold. Our
Default having been made in the conditions of
prices compete w ith those In Chicago
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage, which
and penetrating mind of woman to go un46-Hcl-ly
or Grand Rapids.
was made and executedby Neellje Zulsinau ami
recognizedfrom the councils of the nation
Farmers will find with us a readv market for all Pieter Zalsman her husband,of the City of Hol-

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

DENTIST.

17,

-1?4

121

and Market

& A.

SITES,

Holland, Mich., April

its

Desire to Inform their many friends and cus- our national and social problems without
the co-operation of the patient, pungeant
tomers that they have on band and for sale

Albums,

J.

8th

sharp contest. The questionis forcing
way, whether the body politic

In a ThoroughlySatisfactory
Manner.

Corner of

keep constantly on hand an assorted
Stock of all kinds of

G.

Nails, etc.

of Michigan in all their magnanimity are

HimnnE

Dr. G.

Paints, Oils,

4

so mueftof a boon after all, but a mjwutiI would Inform the Public that by an increased
bleduty. We never expect magnanimity
supply of necccsaarytools and machinery I am
better enabledthan heretofore to meet their wants
at the ballot box. It is the final concesand satisfyall who have BOOK BINDING to perform. of whatever kind or nature It may be. I shall
Gallon ui and you may bo sure the appearance, sion to an inalienable right wrung from
give this branch of my business more particularat- prices and qualityof our Goods will suit you. We are
the iron grasp of bigotry, after a long and
tention than heretofore.I have limited my trade ready to repair,

will

Springs,

Horse Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,

WERKMAN &

OF

And

Wagon

lable fathers of the eighteenth, what slia

BOOKBINDERY

St.,

for Pamphlets,free.

Just published, a new edition of
CnlvenrelTi CelebratedSnay on
the /hu/fro/ core (without medicine)
BIPAIBINQ * JOBBING DON! AT 8H0BT ROTICI.
of SeKHMATOKRini-A or Seminal
to the situation.
Weakness, Involuntary SeminalLosses, Impotency,
E. VAN DER VEEN.
and PhysicalIncapacity, Impediments to
And if it has become our lot in this nineS. fi. cor. 8th & River
46-XcMy Mental
Marriage, etc.; also, Consumption. Epilepsy and
teenth century to work out to practical
Fits, inducedby sclf-lndulgencc or sexual extraf
vagance; Piles, Ac.
resultsthe theories laid down by our infal

4&-Kci-iy

River,

M,

1

No

full Auortaent of the Beit

cope unequally with the powers that be

ence and economy and adapt themselves

1974.

A. CLOETINGH,

St, Niv

TO THE-

Stove-Pipe,Stove Furniture, Etc.,
Horse Nails,
Horse Shoes,

and there ask the thou-

gallants take a few lessons in politicalsci-

SPRIETSMA & SON.
1,

b(,ttl0 of Kearney'*
worth more than all other

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING STOVES.

is a terrible reality. Let the brigade of

Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
to compete successfully with the trade outside this city, intendingnot only to satisfy
our old friends,but to draw a new trade to
this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
L.

t

ful

Cash Paid for Hides.

Holland, April

hand

"Ono
Is

Dime

JftT Send stamp

elected for the trade.
on

and Children,

Price, One Dollar per bottle, or Six bottles for
Five Dollars.

Oiyot, 101

to aeeallmyoldfrlendaand many new
to examine my goode, ho well

factory girls and sharp contrac-

what they have done witli the fancidream of prestige of set and sacred
halo. Ah! there the throbbing pulsations
are the most unerringindex to life. There

Fluid Extract Buchu
Buchua .combined."

ones
We have

Women

A PhysicianIn attendanreto answer correspondence and give advice gratis.

tors

Of the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
Done

of

Quixote.)

go to the great business cen-

is,

tres of the world,

sands

Dou

AND DROPSICAL

MATTER WHAT THE AGE!

Hard-ware.

the great future. Thelr/aces arc troubled,
I hope

SPRIETSMA

L.

*

-:o:-

OF

daring and valuable spy.

Mucus

Diseases of the

all

BLADDER, RIDN^Y^

Gratefully acknowlcdclnpthe liberal patro• nage of his many irieuda and cimtomeni
in the past, respectfullyinvites
the hospital and on the battle field, needs
the attentionof the
no further comment. She was the most
Public to hla

DEN BERG,

S. VAN
EIGHTH STREET,

&

Leucorrhiecor Whites, Diseasesof the Prostate
Gland, Htone In the Bladder,

KEARNEY’S

courage, and heroism too, at her home, in

L

BLADDER A KIDNEYS,

EXTRACT BUCHU

have been duly rec-

woman

retention or Incontinence of Urine, Irritation
Inflamatlon or Ulceration of the

pverti'swifnts.

hardly any longer a disputed

in

positive remedy for

Colculue Gravel orBrlckdmt Depositand
or Milky Diacharges.

liberty and pursuit of happinessin all re-

complete stock of

a

SPERMATORRIKEA,

if popular government is

is,

you a

situation in the nursery.

The

Non

based upon datt rule.

participate in those “ horrible

orgies” you tell us off, we will find

And

ciding vote on a most important question.

homes of the land;” and while

‘‘the

women

the

A Beautiful Selection of

And

you. Some

hurt

my

take heart

women” won’t

mighty power of

lad, the “

of

knocking chips off from

own hat! Come, Con,

his

BRIGHTS DISEASE,

may be little better than a hog-pen ; ho GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIABETES, DISPEP8IA, NERVOUS
may walk into the school meeting where
DEBILITY, DROP8EY,

with only an old shot gun, throwing dirt
at stragglers and

bo a miserable drunken vagabond,

Perhaps paying one dollar tax on what

bush whacking in the rear. Poor Con,

to

mi

may

now with “occupationgone” taken to

*

have visited the Eastern Jobbing Houhch,and personally selected our stock
#

mm

The only known remedy for

lance so gallantly flurrishedthe gauntlet,

BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
LADIES' SUITS AND SACKS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.
We

BUCHU!

dren attending school, has no voice in the

challenging our advancing columns, has
LADIES' FURNI8UINU GOODS, we have

Fluid Extract

but

lately with armor bright and well poised

NEW DRESS

IKZEAIRITEY’S

widow paying a thousand dollars school
taxes annually, having six or more chil-

nr
The

for instancea respectablewealthy

Dr. J.

H. Carpenter would

announce to the citizens of
Holland City and vicinity, that
after twelve years’ experience
in the practice of Medicines,
Surgery and Midwifery, he is

now permanently
this City,

located in

where he will contin-

ue to practice his orofession.
Returning his thanks for past
patronage, he hopes
a

share

for the future

to receive
and to he

able to satisfy all reasonable,
expectation.
Holland, Mich., May \\

1874.117tf

